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palavras-chave 
 
Malhas poligonais, comparação, visualização e análise de dados 
 
resumo 
 
 
Os modelos definidos usando malhas poligonais são usados em diversas 
áreas de aplicação para representar diferentes objectos e estruturas. 
Dependendo da aplicação, pode ser necessário processar esses modelos, por 
exemplo, para diminuir a sua complexidade (simplificação). Este 
processamento introduz diferenças, em relação ao modelo original, cuja 
avaliação é um passo fundamental para permitir escolher a sequência de 
operações e os métodos de processamento que permitam a obtenção de 
melhores resultados. 
 
Apesar de algumas ferramentas de análise e comparação das características 
de malhas poligonais serem descritas na literatura, pouca atenção tem sido 
prestada à forma como os dados provenientes dessa análise e comparação 
podem ser visualizados. Para além disso, devem ser disponibilizadas várias 
funcionalidades de forma a permitir uma utilização sistemática destas 
ferramentas, assim como uma adequada análise e exploração dos dados 
fornecidos. 
 
O PolyMeCo — uma ferramenta de análise e comparação das características 
de malhas poligonais — foi projectado e desenvolvido tendo em conta os 
objectivos acima referidos. Através de um ambiente integrado onde diferentes 
opções de visualização estão disponíveis e podem ser usadas de forma 
coordenada, o PolyMeCo permite aos utilizadores uma melhor compreensão 
dos dados resultantes da aplicação dos números de mérito disponibilizados. 
 
Esta nova ferramenta foi usada com sucesso em dois trabalhos de 
investigação: (1) para comparar as características das malhas resultantes de
dois algoritmos de simplificação de malhas poligonais, e (2) para testar a 
aplicabilidade dos números de mérito que disponibiliza como estimadores da 
qualidade de modelos poligonais, tal como percebida pelos utilizadores. 
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abstract 
 
Polygonal meshes are used in several application areas to model different 
objects and structures. Depending on the application, such models sometimes 
have to be processed to, for instance, reduce their complexity (mesh 
simplification). Such processing introduces error, whose evaluation is of 
paramount importance when choosing the sequence of operations that is to be 
applied for a particular purpose. 
 
Although some mesh analysis and comparison tools are described in the 
literature, little attention has been given to the way mesh features (analysis) 
and mesh comparison results can be visualized. Moreover, particular 
functionalities have to be made available by such tools, to enable systematic 
use and proper data analysis and exploration. 
 
PolyMeCo — a tool for polygonal mesh analysis and comparison — was 
designed and developed taking the above objectives into account. It enhances 
the way users perform mesh analysis and comparison, by providing an 
integrated environment where various mesh quality measures and several 
visualization options are available and can be used in a coordinated way, thus 
leading to greater insight into the visualized data. 
 
This new tool has been successfully applied in two research works: (1) to 
compare between mesh simplification algorithms, and (2) to study the 
applicability of the provided computational measures as estimators of user 
perceived quality as obtained through an observer study. 
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Polygonal meshes are used in a wide range of appliations (e.g., Cultural Heritage and CAD
systems). Sometimes, the original mesh model (e.g., built up from sanned 3D data) must be
proessed in order to suit a partiular purpose. This proessing step may onsist of smoothing
to eliminate surfae noise, simpliation to redue omplexity, ompression to redue storage
size and transmission time, or even watermarking to protet the model against modiations
or opyright violations, to name just the most ommon operations.
Figure 1.1: PolyMeCo's Graphial User Interfae.
During the past years many methods have been proposed whih allow mesh proessing.
Applying suh methods to polygonal meshes introdues modiations whih result in dier-
enes between the proessed mesh and its original. These dierenes must then be evaluated
in order to deide whih method provides the best meshes and whether they are suitable for
1
the intended purpose.
There are some tools desribed in the literature, for mesh analysis and omparison, whih
have been used to ompare the output of mesh proessing methods in order to deide whih one
aomplishes the desired goal, while maintaining the smallest deviation regarding the original
mesh (dened aording to partiular riteria, e.g., geometri distane). With a wide range of
proessing methods (for the same purpose, e.g., simpliation) and a huge amount of possible
appliations, it is of paramount importane that validation be performed systematially to
better understand the advantages and shortomings of eah method. This is partiularly
important, for example, in medial appliations, where a ondene fator is a most desirable
parameter in omputer aided diagnosis systems.
1.1 Objetives
After analysing the mesh omparison tools desribed in the literature, and reviewing some
of their usual appliations, it was lear that they laked several features deemed important.
Those tools provide numerial desriptors, along with olored models whih depit the data
obtained using several omputational measures.
But today, as the eld of mesh proessing has matured, it beomes neessary to have
a tool whih provides an enhaned environment for mesh analysis and omparison, where
several models an be loaded during the same work session and data ompared using proper
visualization methods to allow, not only developers but also users in general, to test and
hoose among available mesh proessing methods. It is important that suh a tool provides
a way of performing systemati analysis and omparison and allows exploring the obtained
data leading to greater insight into the harateristis and eets of dierent mesh proessing
methods.
1.2 Developed Work
This dissertation desribes a new tool for mesh analysis and omparison
1
, alled PolyMeCo
(Polygonal Mesh Comparison), whih provides an integrated environment (see Fig. 1.1)
allowing not only the omputation of several mesh features and dierene measures (e.g., sur-
fae smoothness analysis and geometri distane) for mesh analysis and omparison but also
the analysis of the obtained data performed using dierent visualization tehniques (e.g., ol-
ored models and histograms). It allows working with several models in the same work session,
whih are organized in a hierarhial form, thus speeding up the proess of mesh analysis and
omparison for large sets of models. The user an swith easily between visualization modes,
i.e., alternative ways of exploring the same data, ranging from simple mesh model rendering
to extended views using olored models (several preset olor sales are available), histograms
and boxplots.
1
It is not a mesh proessing tool, i.e., it does not support modifying meshes in any way.
2
In order to store the obtained data for future referene or to ontinue the analysis at a later
time, PolyMeCo allows saving the ontents of the urrent workspae. This is partiularly
important: sometimes omparing two meshes an take a long time and, in this way, all the
results are saved and easily viewed, at any time, with no additional delay.
PolyMeCo has already been used in some researh ativities, as desribed in Chapter 5,
proving to be a step forward in its eld.
1.3 Overview
Chapter 2 presents a short introdution to Data Visualization by desribing a possible vi-
sualization pipeline and fousing on issues like the use of olor to represent data or view
transformations to enhane the visualization proess.
In Chapter 3, an overview on Geometri Modeling using Polygonal Meshes is presented.
It starts by desribing polygonal meshes and their appliations. Then, a possible mesh pro-
essing pipeline is desribed and an overview on some ommon mesh proessing methods is
presented, namely: smoothing, simpliation, ompression and watermarking. Next, some of
the measures generally used to evaluate mesh features, as well as dierenes between meshes,
are desribed. Finally, a brief analysis of several mesh omparison tools appearing in the
literature is done.
Chapter 4 provides a desription of the developed tool, PolyMeCo. It starts with a list
of features deemed important for a mesh analysis and omparison tool. Then, it presents a
possible mesh analysis and omparison pipeline (supported by PolyMeCo) along with all
features available.
Appliation examples are presented in Chapter 5. It starts with a desription of how
PolyMeCo was used to ompute several mesh omparison measures when aiming to nd
good estimators of user pereived quality, as obtained using an observer study to evaluate
simpliation methods. The seond appliation example shows the results of the omparison
between models simplied using two mesh simpliation methods whih was also performed
using PolyMeCo.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents some onlusions and ideas for future work.
3
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Chapter 2
Visualization
Visualization [29℄ is onerned with representing, manipulating and exploring data and infor-
mation graphially in suh a way as to gain understanding and insight into it, i.e., mapping of
data to a visual form that supports human interation in a workspae for visual sense making
[33℄. As suh, there are several sienti domains whih have important roles in Visualization,
namely Computer Graphis, Human-Computer Interation and Image Proessing.
Figure 2.1: Napoleon's marh to Russia by Charles Minard.
Aross the enturies the advantages of visually representing large amounts of data were
reognized. A well know example of early Visualization is that of Napoleon's marh to Russia
by Charles Minard (Fig. 2.1). Nowadays, with omputers helping on the tasks of building and
interating with various data representations and dierent visualization tehniques (available
in software tools as the Iris Explorer [4℄ or libraries as the Visualization Toolkit [126℄), the
numerous appliation areas of Visualization range from Physis and Meteorology to Mediine.
Visualization is usually divided in two dierent areas: Data (or Sienti) Visualization
and Information Visualization. The main dierene between the two onsists in the rst
dealing with inherently spatial data (e.g., temperature along an iron rod) while the seond
5
deals with data not assoiated with any partiular spatial distribution (e.g., results of a
database query).
This hapter presents a brief overview on Data Visualization. After presenting the main
stages of a possible Data Visualization pipeline, attention is foused on information deemed
important for the work arried out, speially the use of olor and statistial tools to build
data representations, and how these an be modied and augmented during the visualization
proess allowing greater insight into the data.
2.1 Data Visualization Pipeline
The Data Visualization proess an be desribed by the pipeline presented in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Data Visualization pipeline. Adapted from [33℄.
Data Transformations, i.e., transforming Raw Data into Data Tables imply, in general,
loss or gain of information. At this stage issues like errors in the data or missing values are
addressed in order to prepare the data to be visualized. Therefore, Data Tables often ontain
values or a struture derived from the Raw Data. Examples of derived data are statistial
omputations suh as a mean value. Sorting variables or ases is an example of a derived
struture. Data an be of dierent types, namely: nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio data.
Visual Mappings are the proess through whih data is mapped onto a Visual Struture.
It is most desirable that this mapping allows a omplete representation of the data without
introduing unwanted data or artifats. At this stage it is important to onsider, among
other aspets, the data type and goal of the visualization. Color mapping and statistial
representations are typial visualization tehniques used to build Visual Mappings and they
will be addressed on the following setions.
View Transformations are used to interatively modify and augment representations. The
most ommon View Transformations, namely Loation Probes, Viewpoint Controls and Dis-
tortion, will be presented in Setion 2.4.
2.2 Color Sales
The appropriate use of olor in Data Visualization is a partiularly important subjet. The
hoie of the proper olor sale to use with a partiular data set is not just a matter of
hoosing the prettiest representation. Throughout the years researhers have studied this
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subjet and managed to propose guidelines whih help users along the proess of olor sale
seletion. A brief overview on the subjet of olor sales is provided in what follows, fousing
on the desired properties for olor sales, the guidelines that should drive their hoie, the
advantages of applying those guidelines, the experimental researh work on the eld, and the
tools proposed to help non-expert users.
2.2.1 Desired Properties for Color Sales
Having a sequene of numerial values {v1 ≤ v2 ... ≤ vN} represented by olors {1, 2, ..., N},
respetively, it is possible to identify the following desirable properties [85℄ [153℄ for a olor
sale:
• Order
The olors hosen to represent the values must be pereived as having the same order as
the values, i.e., if the values are ordered, the olors hosen to represent them must also
seem ordered. An example an be the representation of a temperature sale by using
the notions of old and warm olors and their proportional mixtures in order to obtain
a sale from old to hot temperatures.
It is important to note the speial ase of nominal data [118℄: objets should be dis-
tinguishably dierent but, sine they are not ordered, there should be no pereptual
ordering in the representation.
• Uniformity and Representative Distane
The olor representation of two values should onvey the distane between them and
olors representing values whih equally dier from eah other should also seem equally
dierent. Beyond that, it is required that learly separated values must be represented
by distinguishable olors and that lose values must be represented by olors pereived
to be loser. This is what Trumbo [153℄ alls the Separation Priniple.
When representing ow information, for example, omplementary olors an be used
to represent ows in opposite diretions and similar olors (with slight dierenes) to
represent ows in the same diretion. Levkowitz et al. [85℄ identify analogous priniples
proposed by Pizer et al. [107℄ (Assoiability) and Robertson et al. [116℄ (Separation).
• Boundaries
If there are no boundaries on the represented numerial data the olor sale should not
reate this eet, i.e., the olor sale must be able to represent ontinuous sales.
• Rows and Columns Priniple
This is one of the priniples proposed by Trumbo [153℄ whih applies only to bivariate
information. It states that if it is important to preserve univariate information then
the display parameters must not obsure one another, i.e., rows or olumns having a
onstant value of one variable must have onstant hue, saturation, or brightness. For
example, using two display primaries (e.g., red and green) goes against this priniple.
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• Diagonal Priniple
The seond priniple proposed by Trumbo whih only applies to bivariate information
says that if the detetion of positive assoiations of variables is a goal, the displayed
olors must be easily identied as belonging to one of three lasses: the ones near to the
minor diagonal, the ones above it, and the ones below. This ould be aomplished with
the major diagonal made up of grays, elements of maximum saturation, or onstant hue.
A hue and brightness sheme violates the Diagonal Priniple [118℄.
2.2.2 Univariate Color Sales
Univariate olor sales map the value of a single salar variable to a olor representing that
value. There are two kinds of olor sales: the ones in whih adjaent olors are similar to
one another, forming a ontinuous path through a olor spae, and the ones that ontain
disontinuities, i.e., loations where adjaent olors are not similar at all. The olor sales
that will be briey presented next (aording to a survey presented on [113℄), as they were
onsidered as more suitable to the work being arried out, are ontinuous olor sales.
1. Color Model Components
• Grey sale  This olor sale maps the value of a salar to brightness (see Fig. 2.3a).
In general, blak represents the smallest value and white represents the largest,
while shades of grey represent the values in between. This might happen dierently
with users that are more aquainted with printed data preferring a sale where an
inreasing value is represented by an inreasing amount of ink thus mapping the
lowest value to white and the highest to blak. The eieny of this olor sale is
enhaned due to the eetiveness of the human visual system at making judgments
about shape from brightness variation whih makes it suitable for tasks where
understanding qualitative shape and pattern information is needed. This olor
sale exhibits a natural pereptual order (in brightness steps) and has a visual zero
value (normally blak).
The problems in this olor sale arise from the fat that it has a limited number
of distinguishable display values and a limited ontrast between dierent levels,
making it less suited for tasks involving quantitative measures.
• Saturation sale  In this olor sale the value of a salar is mapped to olors of
inreasing saturation, maintaining a onstant hue (see Fig. 2.3b). Higher values
are emphasized over lower values. Its main weakness is that it provides a limited
number of distinguishable levels.
• Spetrum sale  Also know as a rainbow sale (see Fig. 2.3), it is formed by
holding saturation and brightness onstant while letting hue vary through its entire
range. It follows the olors of the rainbow: rst red, then orange, yellow, green,
blue and violet. One of the problems that an arise with this sale is that some
users see no intuitive ordering in the hues.
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Normally, spetrum sales start at red and go through inreasing wavelengths until
violet. This an be an advantage for users having knowledge of the progression of
visible light wavelengths. It may, however, present a problem due to the fat that
the olors at the beginning and end of the sale (red and violet) are too lose. So,
it is usual to use this olor sale limited to the red-blue range (see Fig. 2.3d) whih
allows a better dierentiation of the extremes.
Another potential disadvantage of this olor sale is that yellow (a very striking
olor) is in the middle of the sale. This an be a problem if one is interested in
depiting extreme values beause attention may be driven to the yellow areas.
Also, there are pereptual disontinuities along the sale whih an lead, for exam-
ple, to the pereption of boundaries where none exist.
Although these problems and many other are desribed in the literature [119℄, the
rainbow olor sale is still the most used olor sale in Visualization [25℄.
2. Redundant Color Sales
Using multiple display parameters to represent data may have the following advantages
[113℄:
• Eah display parameter may onvey a partiular type of information better than
any other (e.g., brightness to onvey shape, hue for more aurately distinguishable
display levels);
• Multiple display parameters may help overome visual deienies. If one of the
parameters beomes ambiguous due to a visual deieny, another may ompensate
(e.g., use redundant hue and brightness);
• Multiple parameters reinfore eah other making, for example, areas with diering
values more visually dierent.
In Ware [157℄ the utility of redundant olor sales has been experimentally onrmed
leading to a suggestion that a olor sale whih varies in both luminane and hue an
be used to aurately represent both metri and surfae properties. Some examples are:
• Redundant model omponents  A straightforward redundant sale an be built by
mapping data values to both hue and brightness (see Fig. 2.3e). This kind of sale
has the advantage of being suitable for use by someone with dihromati olor
deieny.
• Heated-objet sale  This sale represents a ompromise between the grey sale
and the spetrum sale. It goes from blak to white passing through orange and
yellow (see Fig. 2.3f). This olor sale has a stronger pereived natural ordering
than the rainbow sale, sine it has a monotoni inrease in brightness.
• Optimal olor sale  This olor sale was introdued by Levkowitz et al. [85℄ to
desribe a sale whih maximizes the number of JNDs (just notieable dierenes)
while preserving a natural order.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.3: From left to right and top to bottom: grey sale, saturation, spetrum, limited
spetrum, redundant hue-lightness and heated-objet olor sales applied to a data set [114℄.
3. Double-Ended Color Sales
This kind of sale is reated by joining two monotonially inreasing sales at a ommon
end point. For example, one an join a sale from grey to red and a sale from grey to
blue building a sale from red to grey to blue. With suh sales it is possible to visually
represent high, low and middle values learly, sine they exhibit three distint groups
of olors.
2.2.3 Multivariate Color Sales
In a multivariate olor sale two or more data variables are eah mapped to a single olor
representing them. This is the same priniple as the one used with redundant sales, but now
eah display parameter is related with a dierent variable.
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Working with the RGB olor model it is possible to map a variable into eah one of its
omponents, thus reating a multivariate olor sale. For example, Landsat false olor images
are ommonly produed by representing three multispetral sanner bands with levels of red,
green and blue [115℄. The result is that if the represented bands are highly orrelated, then
the image will be omposed of shades of gray as the three omponents will have lose values.
This sheme has the advantage that the extremes of the variable range (blak, red, green,
blue) are easily detetable.
A problem ours when one needs to deompose the shown olors into their omponents.
How an similarities between areas that have the same value for two omponents but dier
on the third, be deteted?
An analogous sheme an be obtained using, for example, the HLS olor model. For more
details on the possible approahes see [113℄.
2.2.4 Color Sale Seletion: Some Guidelines
Next, some important issues that have to be taken into aount when seleting a olor sale
are presented.
1. Data Type
When designing a visualization (piking a olor sale) are must be taken in order that
the most striking features of the image reet the most important features of the data.
If a representation athes the user's attention with unimportant data features, this may
ause more interesting features to be missed [113℄. Bright olors, sharp boundaries, or
high saturation areas will most likely ath user's attention. Thus, it is important to
onsider the data that will be represented and its type, and know what is more impor-
tant: for example, to all attention to middle values or to positive/negative deviations
from a zero (threshold).
Eah type of data has its own partiularities whih should be addressed properly:
• Nominal Data
For nominal data no mathematial operations are possible, sine the value as-
signed to a partiular measurement represents a name or label. An example is the
ategorization of dierent lung diseases with numerial labels 1, 2, 3 and 4: no
mathematial operation is meaningful on these data. As noted above, the used
representation for this kind of data should not impliitly order it.
• Ordinal Data
With ordinal data, values are assigned to measurements (for example) but no
assumption is made about the spaing in-between the measurements, i.e., there
an exist a numbering of 1, 2, 3 and 4 but the distane between element 1 and
2 annot be assumed to be equal to the distane between 3 and 4. Ordinal data
are inherently disrete [120℄. The used representation should allow disrimination
between objets and the pereption of their relative order.
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Figure 2.4: Two frequeny modulated gratings represented using a saturation varying olor
sale (enter) and a luminane varying olor sale (right) [120℄.
• Interval Data
In interval data, numerially equal distanes between values are assumed to be
atually equal. This kind of data is ommonly a result of an experimental measure
suh as temperature, rainfall, et. The used representation should aount for this:
equal steps in data values should orrespond to equally pereived magnitude in the
representation (resulting in what is alled an isomorphi olor sale).
• Ratio Data
On ratio data, ratios between values are assumed to be equal and values in-
rease/derease monotonially about a true zero or threshold. This harateristi
should be preserved in the representation. An example is the absolute temperature
measured in Kelvin degrees.
2. Spaial Frequeny
An important issue to onsider when hoosing a olor sale is human spatial vision.
The luminane and saturation mehanisms in human vision represent an important role
in spatial sensivity, but they have dierent harateristis. The human visual system
aurately proesses high-resolution images, or data whih varies rapidly over an area
if that spatial variation is represented as a variation in luminane, i.e., the luminane
hannels are responsible for proessing high spatial frequeny information. This means
that when representing data with a high spatial frequeny it is a good idea to use
a olor sale whih provides a strong luminane variation aross the data range. On
the other hand, the saturation mehanisms in human vision are more sensitive to low
spatial frequeny variations. This kind of eets is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. On the top
row a frequeny modulated grating beginning at one yle per image and inreasing
in spatial frequeny is presented (the orresponding waveform is presented on the rst
olumn). The variation is represented using a saturation varying olor sale (on the
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Figure 2.5: Isomorphi olor sales for low (top row) and high (bottom row) spatial frequeny
data. The high frequeny olor sale (left) reveals more details in the bottom data, while the
low frequeny olor sale (right) reveals more struture in the top data [118℄.
enter) and a luminane-varying olor sale (on the right). Notie how the saturation-
variation olor sale makes the sinusoidal variation more visible, at the low frequeny
end of the spetrum, than the luminane-varying olor sale. On the bottom row the
opposite thing happens: with the saturation-varying olor sale (on the enter) you an
only observe the rst few yles of the frequeny modulated grating, observing twie
as many when using the luminane-varying olor sale (on the right). Looking, for
example, at interval and ratio-data, both luminane and saturation varying olormaps
an produe the eet of having equal steps in data to be represented by equal pereived
steps on the olor sale, but the rst will most ertainly be more adequate to high spatial
frequeny data variations while the seond will be more suited for low spatial frequeny
variations. Let us now look at how this reets on real data. Figure 2.5 shows, on
the top row, low spatial frequeny data from a weather model (ontaining information
about, for example, the variation in relative humidity over a geographi region) and,
on the bottom row, high spatial frequeny data from a radar san (radial sweep from a
weather radar sensor). The struture of the low spatial frequeny data (on the top row)
is pratially lost when the data is represented with a map designed for high spatial
frequeny information (on the left). On the right, using a olor sale for low spatial
frequeny results in a map whih gives more information, speially in regions where
humidity hanges slowly over the geography. Notie how, in the lower right orner of
the top right image, it is possible to learly view the transition between high humidity
and low humidity (yellow to blue) a feature almost undetetable when using the high
spatial frequeny data.
On the ontrary, on the bottom row (high spatial frequeny data), the usage of a high
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spatial frequeny olor sale entails a good representation of the nely detailed struture
of the data (even revealing sampling artifats introdued by the sensor). On the other
hand, the usage of the low spatial frequeny olor sale (on the right) gives poor results,
not providing ne detail information and putting too muh emphasis on the regions
above the mean value (whih appear in yellow).
3. Task/Goals
The goal of a spei representation is paramount when hoosing a olor sale. Tasks
whih require the judgment of metri quantities in the data tend to work better with
olor sales whih do not vary monotonially in the opponent olor hannels (bright-
ness, red-green, yellow-blue). On the other hand, tasks involving qualitative judgments
about value distribution shape are better served with olor sales varying systemati-
ally in brightness, allowing our visual system to employ familiar shape-from-shading
mehanisms [113℄.
An early study by Tedford et al. [151℄ found a signiant olor-size eet leading to a
onlusion that warm olors like red, orange and yellow appear larger than ool olors
like green.
In another study, by Cleveland et al. [39℄, users were asked to judge, on a map with
equal olored areas in red and green, whih one was the largest: the average observers
onsidered the red areas where larger. The obtained results suggest also that the olor-
size eet grows stronger for very saturated olors, whih indiates that these olors
might not be the better hoie for tasks where the user is expeted to make judgments
about size.
Considering the kind of task to perform, the olor sale an be designed aordingly.
Next, examples for segmentation and highlight tasks are presented [118℄.
• Color Sales for Segmentation Tasks
Some of the rules used to reate isomorphi olor sales for ratio and interval data
are also useful in reating maps for segmented data. In high spaial frequeny
data, luminane an be used to onvey monotoniity; in low spaial frequeny data
monotoniity an be onveyed through the saturation omponent.
In reating a segmented olor sale it is neessary that the segments be eah dis-
riminably dierent from one another. This will limit the number of steps whih
an be represented. Bergman et al. [20℄ state that a higher number of steps an
be eetively disriminated for low spatial frequeny data than for high.
An aspet to have in mind when dealing with ratio data (represented by a seg-
mented map), where the zero value is semantially important, is that it is probably
a good idea to have an even number of steps (with a transition at the zero level).
On Fig. 2.6, on the left side, a ve-level segmented olor sale is used and, on
the right side, a ten-level segmented olor sale is used. They are applied to low
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Figure 2.6: Segmented olor sales applied to low (top row) and high (bottom row) spatial
frequeny data [118℄.
Figure 2.7: Two isomorphi olor sales applied to a data set and a highlight sheme applied
to the same data [118℄.
spatial frequeny data (top) and high spatial frequeny data (bottom). For the
low spatial frequeny data (top row), having additional levels provides additional
information. For this partiular ase, additional features of the earth's magneti
eld are revealed (notie the southern hemisphere). On the ontrary, on the bottom
row, showing high spatial frequeny loud fration observations, additional features
are not revealed by inreasing the number of olor sale steps.
• Color Sales for Highlight Tasks
The priniples whih should guide the seletion of a olor sale for highlighting
partiular features in the data an be found, for example, in Julesz [73℄.
Using these priniples it is possible to design olor sales whih draw attention to a
partiular range in the data. Figure 2.7 shows an interesting approah using data
from the visible part of the spetrum remotely-sensed from spae. The two images
on the left show the data using two isomorphi olormaps designed for high spatial
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frequeny data. The right image shows how olor an be used to highlight a region
of interest without interfering with other important aspets of the data. Aross the
image the luminane omponent of the olormap is idential, but, in the regions
of interest, the hue omponent is modied produing three dierentiable regions:
one blue, one green and one yellow.
4. Audiene and Cultural Connotations
It is important to have information about the target audiene of a visualization as it an
give some lues for the olor sale design. For example, onventions in one appliation
area might plae blue/violet olors of a spetrum sale at the low end (in order of
inreasing wavelength) while in another they may be plaed at the high end (in order
of inreasing frequeny) [113℄. So, paying attention to area onventions may turn the
proess of designing the olor sale easier and help avoid unintentional breaks with
viewer expetations.
Another issue is the way olor tends to have strong ultural onnotations varying from
ulture to ulture. Following these onventions it is possible, for example, to redue the
ognitive load on the viewer or use onnotations that suggest natural linkings between
a variable or a variable value and the olor used to represent it. For example, for
an USA audiene the olor green is onneted/assoiated with the olor of money; a
natural onnotation, when visualizing temperatures an be that of high temperatures
represented in red and low temperatures in blue.
5. Visualization Type
It is important to onsider the whole visualization during the proess of olor sale
design for the individual elements. For example, three-dimensional visualizations have
dierent onstraints than those imposed by two-dimensional visualizations. A good
example of the problems that an our is related with shading: users use shading
ues to judge the 3D shape of a representation objet (e.g., an isosurfae); a brightness
varying olor sale might interfere with the brightness values resulting from the shading
alulations. Nonetheless a brightness varying sale may be used in planar objets on
a 3D sene. Another issue an be posed by the requirement of displaying multiple
variables in the same visualization. The used olor sales should not generally overlap,
with the representation for eah variable interfering with the others as little as possible.
2.2.5 Learning Through Experimentation
In order to apply theoretial priniples oming from other areas (suh as psyhophysis),
verify the appliability of new priniples, and nd lues for the denition of new ones, many
researhers have been onduting studies (namely, observer studies) [83℄.
Human olor vision, a subjet well studied (for more than a entury now), provides strong
lues for using olor in visualization. However, the hoie of olors for a partiular task is
more diult, as it is far more omplex, than the simple displays used by the experimental
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psyhologists. So, experiments are neessary to ll the gap between theory and pratie [83℄.
The main goal is to use well established theories to build design guidelines and then use an
experiment to validate the guidelines in an applied setting.
The work of Rogowitz et al. [117℄ presents a method whih uses visual judgments to
pereptually evaluate olor sales. Sine the literature points out that olor sales whih
monotonially inrease in luminane are good andidates for representing the magnitude of
ontinuous data, the proposed method was designed to identify sales that inlude a monotoni
luminane omponent.
The obtained results show that the proposed method might funtion as a quik proedure
for identifying olor sales with monotonially inreasing luminane, with the advantage that
it does not require display alibration or lengthy psyhophysial proedures.
The work of Kindlmann et al. [80℄ is similar to the one presented by Bergman et al. [20℄.
They address the problem of olor sale luminane ontrol by proposing a novel tehnique
for luminane mathing. Their tehnique, given a xed referene olor, and a test olor with
brightness varied by the user, allows mathing the luminane of both. They use images of faes
in their experiment sine they want to take advantage of the human harateristi of being
good at reognizing faes, due to brain iruitry dediated to this proess [21℄. The authors
laim their method provides very good results and enables the reation of olor sales, with
any pre-determined pattern of luminane, in devies (e.g., monitors) whih are not alibrated.
Other examples are the work of Ware [157℄, whih leads to some rules guiding the proess
of olor sale onstrution; of Healey [58℄, whih presents a tehnique for eetively hoosing
multiple olors for use during data visualization; and of Montag [95℄, where the performane
in judging values in univariate maps enoded using ve dierent olor sales is tested.
2.2.6 Auxiliary Tools and Methods
During the past few years some eorts have been made in order to provide users (in partiular
non-experts) with tools and methods whih allow to selet an appropriate olor sale for their
partiular visualization purpose.
Rheingans et al. [114℄ propose a tool whih allows the exploration of data sets by in-
teratively manipulating the olor sale. On the upper left of the sreen appears the image
spae whih shows the urrently seleted olor sale applied to the data. In the enter of the
sreen a 3D olor spae appears and a urve, within it, shows the path dening the sequene
of olors omposing the olor sale. As the path in the 3D olor spae is modied, the image
is dynamially hanged aordingly.
Bergman et al. [20℄ present a tool alled PRAVDAColor
1
whih fouses on helping users
to selet olor sales. With that purpose, they have built a library of olor sales and dened
a set of pereptual rules in order to selet appropriate maps aording to the struture of the
data and visualization goal. They presented a taxonomy for olor sale seletion whih guides
their work. Table 2.1 presents that taxonomy: starting from the type and spatial frequeny
1
PRAVDA is the aronym for Pereptual Rule-Based Arhiteture for Visualizing Data Aurately.
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of the data, and aording to the representation task, several guidelines are proposed.
2.3 Statistial Representations
Statistial representations an also be used to provide a summary of a partiular data set.
The most ommonly used are histograms and boxplots. A brief desription of both is provided
next.
2.3.1 Histograms
A histogram (see Fig. 2.8) is a graph showing a ount of the data points falling in various ranges
(i.e., bins). It an be used to provide a summary of a data distribution giving information
about:
• The most ommon value.
• Type of distribution.
• Data symmetry and skewness.
The shape of a histogram an be partiularly sensitive to the seleted bin width. An
example an be that of bimodal data (i.e., data with two values/ranges whih appear often):
if the bins are too wide this partiularity may not be evident. On the other hand, if the bins
are narrow, analysis beomes more diult as the number of elements in eah bin beomes
smaller. So, to determine the orret bin size for a partiular data set, several bin widths
should be tested and its inuene on the histogram shape observed. An example of a more
elaborate method for optimal bin size seletion an be found in Shimazaki et al. [130℄.
Figure 2.8: Histogram showing the horsepower of a set of 400 ars in the United States.
Another kind of histogram is the umulative histogram. Instead of representing the number
of elements in eah bin, a sum of the number of elements present in all bins up to the urrent
is provided. This means that the last bin will ontain the total number of elements in the
data set.
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Data
Type
Spatial
Frequeny
Representation Task
Isomorphi Segmentation Highlighting
Ratio
(true
zero)
Low Luminane: uniform
Hue: opponent omple-
mentary pair
Saturation: monoton-
ially inreasing from
grey
Even number
of segments
Many segments
OK
Larger range
for highlighted
features
High Luminane: monotoni-
ally inreasing
Hue: opponent or om-
plementary pairs
Saturation: monoton-
ially inreasing from
grey
Even number of
segments
Fewer segments
Smaller range
for highlighted
features
Interval Low Luminane: uniform
Hue: opponent pairs
Saturation: monoton-
ially inreasing from
grey
Many segments
OK
Larger range
for highlighted
features
High Luminane: monotoni-
ally inreasing
Hue: uniform or small
hue variation
Saturation: monotoni-
ally dereasing
Fewer segments Smaller range
for highlighted
features
Ordinal Low Luminane: uniform
Hue: variation around
hue irle
Saturation: monotoni-
ally dereasing
Fewer segments Inrease luni-
mane of high-
lighted areas
High Luminane: monotoni-
ally inreasing
Hue: variation around
hue irle Saturation:
uniform
More segments Inrease satu-
ration of high-
lighted area
Nominal Low Luminane: uniform
Hue: variation around
hue irle
Saturation: uniform
Fewer segments
than 7
Inrease lumi-
nane or satu-
ration of high-
lighted areas
High
Table 2.1: A taxonomy for olor sale reation based on Data Type, Representation Task,
and Priniples of Pereption [20℄.
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The histogram is often used in ombination with other statistial summaries suh as the
boxplot.
2.3.2 Boxplots
A boxplot [46℄ (see Fig. 2.9) is also a way of summarizing a set of data. It is a type of graph
whih is used to show the shape of the distribution, its entral value, and variability.
Figure 2.9: Boxplot example.
The box (see Fig. 2.9) ontains the middle 50% of the data, i.e., values ontained between
the 25th perentile (lower edge of the box) and the 75th perentile (upper edge of the box).
The line in the box represents the median value of the data. If this line is not equidistant from
the upper and lower edged of the box then the data is skewed. The ends of the vertial lines
(the whiskers) represent the minimum and maximum data values, unless outliers exist in
whih ase these lines extend to 1.5 times the height of the box (inter-quartile range). Finally,
the points are outliers or suspeted outliers.
Boxplots an be easily used to ompare among data sets but they have the disadvantage
of hiding distribution details. This an be overome by using them with other tools like
histograms.
2.4 View Transformations
View transformations are used to interatively modify and augment representations. There
are three ommon view transformations [33℄:
1. Loation Probes
2. Viewpoint Controls
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3. Distortion
2.4.1 Loation Probes
Loation probes are view transformations that use loation in a representation to reveal ad-
ditional information, i.e., users an obtain additional information about a partiular element
on the representation through, for example, a pop-up window in a way that is sometimes
alled details-on-demand [33℄. Examples of loation probes an be found throughout the vi-
sualization literature as in Gandhi et al. [47℄, where, in a tool to help users navigate the web
by showing pages of a site in a tree view, probes are used to provide information about eah
node in the tree whenever the mouse is moved over it.
2.4.2 Viewpoint Controls
Viewpoint ontrols use ane transformations to zoom, pan and lip the view volume. These
transformations are intended to enlarge the representation or hange the observers position
thus making the details more visible. When zooming into a partiular representation it is
important not to loose ontext, i.e., visualize any detail without loosing information about the
general view. One solution [33℄ is to provide the user with a simple and fast zoom tool whih
allows swithing from full view to detail and vie-versa rapidly. This, however, still requires
the user to remember information not visible. Another solution an be to use overview +
detail . This tehnique onsists in showing two windows: an overview of the representation
and a detail window providing zoom of a partiular area. The overview window provides
ontext for the detail view, ating as a ontrol window to hange the region whih is being
zoomed.
2.4.3 Distortion
Distortion onsists in a visual transformation whih modies a representation to reate fous
plus ontext views by ombining overview and detail. It is more eetive when the user an
pereive the larger undistorted representation through the distortion. A well known example
of distortion is the perspetive wall [92℄.
Distortions are eetive when the features or patterns, of use to the user, are not distorted
in a way harmful to the task. For example, in the perspetive wall the human pereives
the linear sequene as folded, whih means it is a distortion whih leaves even the metri
information invariant [33℄.
2.5 Conlusion
This hapter gave a short overview on Data Visualization, presenting a possible Visualization
pipeline and fousing on issues deemed important for the work arried out, namely: the
use of olor and statistial tools to build data representations and the use of several View
Transformations to enhane the visualization task.
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The presented Data Visualization pipeline depiting the usual visualization task may be
very helpful as a referene model when developing visualization tools.
Using olor to transmit information is not a straightforward task. There are several issues
whih may inuene the way information represented by olor is pereived. The presented
priniples and rules may help seleting the proper olor sale for a partiular situation and
detet problems that may arise.
View Transformations an help users to explore additional information. Given the fat
that a visualization is presented in a limited spae, it is important that methods are used
whih reveal information not visible in the urrent ontext. These allow the user to more
easily deal with the information, aessing it in a hierarhial form.
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Chapter 3
Geometri Modeling
using Polygonal Meshes
Polygonal meshes are, nowadays, widely used in dierent appliation areas (see Fig. 3.1) of
Computer Graphis and Geometri Modeling and Proessing, as an alternative to polyno-
mial spline surfaes, due to their simpliity, allowing, for example, easy model building by
triangulating points obtained with 3D sanners.
Figure 3.1: Model of an angel represented using a polygonal mesh [9℄.
That wide range of appliations has motivated the development of mesh proessing meth-
ods, usually analogous to those used in signal proessing [148℄, whih allow mesh modiation
to meet spei riteria.
When proessing meshes for a partiular purpose, it is possible to dene whih method
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to use and how, just like we would do, for example, when ltering an audio signal. This
inter-method and inner-method variability requires that the results are assessed in order to
hoose the most adequate proessing.
Along with the mesh proessing methods, several operators have been developed whih
allow the omputation of surfae properties and mesh feature evaluation, e.g., urvature.
Mesh omparison an then be performed by omparing orrespondent mesh features between
meshes. For this purpose, and in order to ompare the quality of dierent mesh proessing
methods, some mesh omparison tools have been proposed.
This hapter provides a short overview on Geometri Modeling using polygonal meshes
by presenting a possible mesh proessing pipeline and information regarding some usual mesh
proessing operations. An overview of methods for mesh feature evaluation and mesh om-
parison ends the hapter.
More information on this subjet is available in the Eurographis Tutorials presented by
Kobbelt et al. [82℄ and Botsh et al. [27℄.
3.1 Polygonal Meshes
A 3D mesh M is dened [128℄ as a tuple {V,E, F} of verties V =
{
vi|vi ∈ ℜ
3, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}
,
edges E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, i 6= j}, and faes F whih are usually, for the sake of simpliity
and performane, triangles F = {(vi, vj , vk)|vi, vj , vk ∈ V, i 6= j 6= k}, but may inlude other
kinds of planar polygons. Figure 3.2 shows these dierent entities.
Meshes represented in this way are also known as boundary meshes in order to distinguish
them from 3D volumetri meshes (e.g., tetrahedral) and emphasize the fat that they represent
a 2D surfae embedded in 3D.
Figure 3.2: From left to right: verties, edges and faes of a polygonal mesh.
The vertex desription inludes information regarding geometry (x, y, z oordinates for
eah vertex) and, optionally, photometry (vertex normals, vertex olors or texture oordi-
nates). Faes an also have photometry information assoiated, suh as surfae normals.
A usual mesh representation for storage may be that of a list of verties and a list of faes
dened by the indies of the verties whih ompose them. For example, to represent the
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Figure 3.3: Dening a ube using a polygonal mesh. Left, a ube and the oordinates of eah
vertex. Right, list of verties and list of faes (eah fae dened by 4 vertex indies) whih
dene it.
ube on the left of Fig. 3.3 using a polygonal mesh, the two lists presented on the right would
be enough.
This kind of representation (with a list of verties and a list of faes) is typial in several
le formats for mesh data storage like OBJ [5℄ and PLY [7℄. Several onstraints are to be
onsidered in the relationship between mesh entities (verties, edges, faes) in order to obtain
valid representations. In general it is desirable that a mesh be two-manifold, i.e., eah point
on its surfae is homeomorphi to a disk (half-disk at boundary points) [27℄. A triangle
Figure 3.4: Examples of a non-manifold edge and a non-manifold vertex.
mesh is onsidered two-manifold if it does not ontain non-manifold edges/verties and has
no self-intersetions. A non-manifold edge has more than two inident triangles and a non-
manifold vertex is, for example, the joining point of two separate surfaes in suh a way that
the vertex beomes inident to two triangle fans (see Fig. 3.4 for examples). Most mesh
proessing methods do not deal well with non-manifold meshes, sine around non-manifold
ongurations there are no learly dened neighborhoods.
3.1.1 Data Strutures
In order to reate and manipulate polygonal meshes it is neessary to have a proper data
struture whih allows fast and eient aess to the dierent entities (faes, edges and
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verties) and to loal neighborhood information, e.g., the 1-ring (diret neighbors) of a vertex.
As onstant-size strutures an be stored more eiently, the restrition to triangle meshes
or the use of edges as the topologial primitive is usual [22℄. An overview and omparison
of several mesh data strutures an be found in [76℄, and in [45℄ a short overview on data
strutures for non-manifold meshes is presented.
When hoosing a mesh data struture it is important to analyse the topologial and
algorithmi requirements [27℄, i.e., whih kind of meshes are to be represented (e.g., triangle
or arbitrary polygonal meshes) and whih operations need to be applied to them (e.g., just
rendering, geometry modiation, multi-resolution).
There are mainly two kinds of data strutures: those whih store onnetivity information
at fae level, Fae-based, and those whih store onnetivity information at edge level, Edge-
based.
Fae-based
Eah fae (the basi topologial unit) ontains information about its verties and adjaent
faes. For eah adjaent fae, the index of the adjaent edge is also stored (see Fig. 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Fae-based data struture. A fae is desribed by an array of vertex pointers and
an array of neighbor pointers (one suh neighbor is indiated in dotted outline). Note that
the neighbor has its own edge number assignment whih may dier aross the shared edge
[167℄.
This kind of data struture is very onvenient when working with subdivision and mul-
tiresolution hierarhies [167℄, sine subdivision operations are performed using fae and vertex
information and there is no primary interest in edges.
Edge-based
The most ommonly used data strutures to represent orientable two-manifold polygonal
meshes [22℄ are the winged-edge [18℄ and the halfedge [160℄ strutures.
The winged-edge data struture assoiates eight referenes to eah edge: two verties,
two faes and four inident edges. This representation has the shortoming of not providing
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Figure 3.6: Halfedge data struture depiting how the information is stored. (1) halfedge
starting at this vertex; (2) halfedge belonging to this fae; (3) halfedge points to this vertex;
(4) halfedge belongs to this fae; (5) next halfedge in the fae (ounter-lokwise); (6) opposite
halfedge; (7) previous halfedge in the fae (optional).
information about edge orientation. The halfedge data struture solves this by splitting eah
edge in two neighboring halfedges. In a halfedge data struture eah vertex referenes one
outgoing halfedge, eah fae referenes one of the halfedges that bounds it and eah halfedge
has information assoiated with the vertex it points to, its next and opposite halfedges and
the fae it belongs to (see Fig. 3.6).
Other data strutures
There are other, less used mesh data strutures [22℄: quad edge, whih allows the representa-
tion of non-orientable manifolds; radial edge, to deal with non-manifold meshes; and direted
edges [31℄, whih is very memory eient but only supports triangles. Reently, the Adja-
eny and Inidene Framework (AIF) [132℄ was presented. It is a data struture providing
fast aess and retrieval of loal adjaeny and inidene information. This is aomplished
using a single indexed query operator, alled mask operator, whih allows aess to onne-
tivity information independently of mesh size. Unlike other boundary representation data
strutures, AIF is not oriented (but is orientable), i.e., it does not ontain oriented ells (e.g.,
half-edges). Consequently, it is more onise.
3.1.2 Software Libraries
From the above mentioned data strutures, halfedge is the most widely used and there are
several libraries whih provide its implementation and additional mesh proessing operations.
Some examples are:
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• Harvard Graphis Arhive Mesh Library [52℄  This library, developed in C, provides an
implementation of a halfedge data struture.
• Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) [23℄  This library, developed in
C++, provides the implementation of several Computational Geometry algorithms (e.g.,
point-loud triangulation). It also provides an halfedge data struture.
• OpenMesh [28, 6℄  This library, developed in C++, has the main purpose of providing
an halfedge struture and a set of features (e.g., vertex iterators) whih allow the ma-
nipulation of a stored mesh. It is possible to work with a kernel for generi polygonal
meshes or one speially developed for triangular meshes. OpenMesh also provides a
simpliation module, whih an be used to simplify meshes stored in its data struture,
and allows the reation of multi-resolution meshes.
3.2 Appliation Areas
Polygonal meshes have, nowadays, a wide range of appliations in several domains. In Cul-
tural Heritage appliations, mesh models have been used to represent huge statues [86, 53℄
or monuments, thus allowing the preservation of their features, measuring [125℄ (e.g., for
restoration purposes) and lose examination using virtual reality environments. Meshes have
also been used to model arhaeologial sites and anient building reonstrutions [54℄, based
on exavation data and the arheologist's interpretation. Figure 3.7 shows an example of
polygonal mesh usage in Cultural Heritage.
Figure 3.7: Mesh appliation in Cultural Heritage. On the left a photograph of Mihelangelo's
David. On the right a omputer rendering made from a geometri model reated for the Digital
Mihelangelo Projet [86℄.
In medial appliations mesh models have been used in tools supporting diagnosis and
treatment by providing the physiian with, for example, 3D models of organs [68℄ or the
skull [35℄ (e.g., for ranioplasty), allow virtual endosopy [17℄ and support virtual surgery
systems for training [142℄. In the automotive industry 3D models of ar bodies are used for
testing purposes in order to inspet, for example, their surfae urvature [146℄. In omputer
games and animation lms (Fig. 3.8), polygonal meshes are used to model haraters and
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Figure 3.8: Cars, the latest Pixar animation movie.
environments. In siene and engineering, polygonal meshes are used to support simulations
[89℄ (nite elements) and reate visualization tools whih allow additional insight into si-
enti data/phenomena [78℄. Polygonal meshes are also used in CAD/CAM systems, with
appliations in several domains suh as Mehanial Engineering and Arhiteture.
3.3 Polygonal Mesh Proessing
Mesh proessing is a key topi in Computer Graphis, Geometri Modeling and Computer
Aided Design [140℄. Nowadays, sanning tehniques allow aquiring surfaes at a very high
level of detail. These very omplex (i.e., with a large number of faes and verties) meshes
require geometry proessing suh as ltering, to remove surfae noise, simpliation to redue
their omplexity, ompression, for eient storage and streaming, or even watermarking to
protet them against modiations or unauthorized opying. In what follows a brief overview
on the mesh proessing pipeline and on the above mentioned mesh proessing tasks is done.
More detailed information on the subjet an be found in the state-of-the-art reports by
Taubin et al. [149℄ and Sorkine et al. [140℄.
3.3.1 Mesh Proessing Pipeline
Mesh proessing is usually desribed by the pipeline of Fig. 3.9 [27℄. Raw data an be obtained
by mehanial or optial sanning of an objet, from volume data sets or from numerial
simulations. Then, this point loud is onverted into a polygonal mesh using, for instane,
triangulation methods and artifats like holes or topologial problems are orreted. At this
stage the quality of the mesh an be evaluated in order to detet surfae noise or badly
formed triangles. The mesh an then be submitted to surfae smoothing for noise removal,
simpliation for omplexity redution or remeshing for mesh quality improvement. All these
operations are submitted to quality ontrol, in order to understand the impat they have on
the mesh and if the resulting meshes are aeptable for a partiular appliation.
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Figure 3.9: Mesh proessing pipeline. Adapted from [27℄.
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Figure 3.10: From left to right: original model, noisy model and smoothed model [129℄.
Figure 3.11: Mesh shrinkage: by applying several Laplaian smoothing iterations to a mesh,
without any onstraint, it tends to shrink, ollapsing to its enter of gravity.
3.3.2 Smoothing
Along the dierent stages of the mesh building/proessing pipeline surfae noise is introdued.
This an happen, for example, during the data aquisition proess, in intermediate alulations
(due to limited preision) or in the data manipulation and surfae reonstrution algorithms
[129℄. Removing or attenuating suh noise an be aomplished by slightly modifying vertex
positions in order to obtain a surfae whih is globally smoother. Figure 3.10 shows the results
obtained after applying smoothing to a model.
In the past few years many surfae smoothing algorithms have been proposed. Taubin
[148℄ proposed a solution based on signal proessing methods. His method was then improved
by several authors, suh as Kobbelt [81℄ and Desbrun et al. [43℄. Even though suh improved
methods usually provide good results they an, sometimes, destroy important mesh features
(e.g., edges and more detailed areas) [129℄. A well-known example is that of mesh shrinkage
when using Laplaian smoothing without onstraints [149℄ (see Fig. 3.11 for an example). To
preserve mesh features several methods have been proposed suh as those of Taubin [150℄,
Ohtake et al. [100℄, Jones et al. [71℄, Fleishman et al. [44℄ and, more reently, Shen et al. [129℄
(whih inludes a brief desription of the previously referred methods) and Chen et al. [34℄.
3.3.3 Simpliation
Mesh simpliation algorithms derease mesh omplexity by reduing the number of their
verties (see Fig. 3.12, for an example), while trying to preserve as muh of their shape
and appearane as possible. In the past few years many simpliation methods have been
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Figure 3.12: Stanford Bunny at dierent simpliation levels: 250, 500, 1500 and 2500 verties.
Top, Gouraud shading; bottom, at shading.
Figure 3.13: Vertex lustering example in 2D: the plane is divided into equally sized ells and
all points belonging to the same ell are joined [59℄.
presented in the literature and a survey an be found in [90℄.
Aording to their harateristis, mesh simpliation methods an be divided in several
ategories [72℄: vertex deimation [127℄; vertex lustering [122℄ (see Fig. 3.13 for a 2D ex-
ample); edge ontration [62℄; vertex pair ontration [49℄; re-tiling [154℄; and wavelet based
simpliation [51℄.
These vertex merge, removal and lustering operations an usually be enoded in a tree
whih an then be traversed in any diretion, thus allowing a multi-resolution (level of detail)
model. A few simpliation methods have been proposed whih use these multi-resolution
models and simpliation riteria based on the amera position on the sene (view-dependent
simpliation), or on the pereptual harateristis of the human visual system, providing a
simplied version in run-time whih is adequate to the visualization onditions. Examples are
those of Hoppe [63℄, Kim et al. [79℄, Azuma et al. [15℄ and Luebke et al. [91℄.
Figure 3.14 shows a head model rendered at full omplexity (top) and using view-
dependent simpliation (bottom). Both models look similar but the one on the bottom
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Figure 3.14: View-dependent simpliation. Top, the original model; bottom, a model ren-
dered using view-dependent simpliation.
is rendered faster due to a smaller number of faes. By omparing the models in wireframe,
it is lear that regions not viewed by the user where simplied to redue omplexity.
There are also methods whih extend previous approahes by allowing the user to speify
important features of the model [77, 108℄. This information is then onsidered when seleting
andidates (e.g., triangles) for simpliation.
Reently, Jong et al. [72℄ and Jang et al. [69℄ proposed methods whih provide enhaned
ways of automatially identifying and dealing with model features by preserving them as muh
as possible or removing them onsistently. An example of the latter an be seen in Fig. 3.15.
With mesh omplexity growing at a fast pae, models do not t into the main memory,
whih leads to intensive virtual memory usage. To avoid performane degradation, due to
memory swapping, some out-of-ore simpliation methods have also been proposed. A few
notable examples are those of Lindstrom [87℄, with improvements by Lindstrom et al. [88℄,
and Wu et al. [161℄.
3.3.4 Compression
When dealing with polygonal mesh ompression there are two kinds of information that an
be ompressed: geometry and onnetivity [121℄.
In geometry ompression, vertex oordinates are usually quantized (aiming to maintain a
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Figure 3.15: On top, three levels-of-detail obtained with QSlim and, on bottom, equivalent
simpliations obtained with the simpliation method proposed by Jang et al [69℄. Some of
the features ould not be preserved, so they were removed in order to obtain a model oering
better pereptual quality.
desired preision) and then eiently oded using statistial odes. This operation is usually
lossy, i.e., after ompression it will not be possible to restore the original geometry, for example
due to trunation during the quantization proess. Beyond the typial approah of geometri
oordinates quantization, there are methods whih transform the geometri oordinates into
a more suitable transform domain. The method proposed by Karni et al. [75℄ obtains the
mesh spetral oeients and then applies quantization to them. Another method, proposed
by Sorkine et al. [141℄, transforms the spatial oordinates into what they all δ-oordinates
in order to shift the quantization error from high to low frequenies, thus turning it less
notieable.
In onnetivity ompression, onnetivity information is eiently oded. Generally, the
method used has to be lossless, i.e., it must be possible to reover all the information during
the deompression proess. This is due to the fat that onnetivity information is more
important than geometry information mainly beause it sets how faes are formed and provides
neighborhood information, whih is often used in geometry ompression to obtain higher
ompression rates: instead of oding the oordinates for a partiular vertex it is usual to ode
only their dierene regarding a lose neighbor (predition methods). Beyond that, losing
onnetivity information would be unaeptable, for example, in appliation domains as CAD
modeling.
Mesh ompression algorithms an be divided in two groups: single-rate and progressive
ompression. In single-rate ompression, geometry and onnetivity information are om-
pressed and deompressed as a whole. In progressive mesh ompression a mesh is deomposed
in a base (oarser) mesh and a sequene of renements. This information is then enoded
into a stream. The main advantage of progressive ompression is that during deompres-
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Figure 3.16: Single rate (top) vs. progressive ompression (bottom) [12℄.
sion both onnetivity and geometry are inrementally reonstruted thus allowing viewing a
(oarse) omplete version of the mesh right from the start (see Fig. 3.16 for a omparison be-
tween single-rate and progressive ompression). This is also suitable to transmit information
regarding huge models through a network.
A ommon operation in lossy mesh ompression methods (both single-rate and progressive)
is that of remeshing the model prior to ompression. The original mesh is onsidered as just
one of the possible representations of the shape geometry. This operation is performed in
order to obtain a more regular mesh whih will enable greater ompression gains.
Some reent surveys about ompression methods are presented by Alliez et al. [12℄ and
Peng et al. [105℄.
3.3.5 Watermarking
One of the possible approahes to protet 3D models against illegal opying, tampering and
opyright violations is to generate and embed an impereptible signal (a watermark) in the
original data, whih an arry information, for example, about its owner.
Aording to its appliations, watermarking methods an be for ontent authentia-
tion/tamper proong or for opyright protetion. In the rst ase, the goal is, for example,
to detet hanges made to the model. This requires what is alled fragile or semi-fragile
watermarking tehnologies, as presented in Boon-Lok et al. [24℄: any small modiation of
the model greatly aets the watermark. For opyright protetion the watermark should be
pereptually invisible, statistially undetetable and resist a variety of modiations like ro-
tation, translation, saling or even simpliation. For this appliation area a larger number
of methods have been proposed, suh as those of Benedens et al. [19℄, Ohbuhi et al. [99℄ and
Zafeiriou et al. [165℄.
The watermark an be embedded in the spatial domain or in a transform embedding
domain. In the spatial domain, watermarks are embedded by modifying the geometry [97℄,
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topology, onnetivity [57℄ or surfae normals. These methods are not very omplex but they
are usually sensitive to several attaks. A reent example is the work presented by Bors [26℄.
In the transform domain, the spetral approah is very ommon. The deomposition of
the target mesh into a spetral domain has been performed using a wide variety of methods
like wavelet transforms [74℄, multi-resolution analysis [164℄, spetral mesh analysis [98℄ or,
more reently, orthogonal basis funtions [162℄. Apart from the spetral domain approahes,
other transform tehniques were proposed. An example is a method by Song et al. [139℄
whih transforms the mesh into an image and then embeds the watermark using image-based
watermarking.
3.4 Evaluating and Comparing Mesh Features
The omputation of mesh properties or features (e.g., urvature) is usually a rst step towards
polygonal mesh analysis and omparison. The omparison between two meshes (e.g., an
original mesh and a proessed mesh resulting from it) is then arried out by evaluating, for a
given property, the distribution of dierenes between the two meshes.
Many methods have been presented in the literature for omputing polygonal mesh prop-
erties, namely, for estimating urvature, salieny, and mesh element (e.g., triangles) quality.
Other methods have been proposed for omputing partiular dierene measures between two
meshes: geometri distane, attribute deviation and visual dierenes.
3.4.1 Mesh Analysis
In what follows a short overview on some methods to ompute polygonal mesh properties is
presented.
Mesh Curvature
There are many methods for estimating surfae urvature on polygonal meshes, the following
being widely used: the quadri tting method of Hamann [56℄; Taubin's algorithms [147℄
with later improvements proposed by Surazhsky et al. [145℄; the disrete Gaussian and mean
urvature estimation methods of Meyer et al. [94℄; a ubi-order algorithm for approximating
prinipal diretion vetors proposed by Goldfeather et al. [50℄; the normal based estimation
of the urvature tensor desribed by Thiesel et al. [152℄; and the method for estimation of
urvature and its derivatives of Rusinkiewiz [124℄. Reently new estimation methods have
appeared in the literature: see Agam et al. [11℄ and Razdan et al. [110℄; the latter uses
biquadri Bézier pathes.
A omparison of Gaussian and mean urvature estimation methods an be found in Magid
et al. [93℄.
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Figure 3.17: On the left, the Stanford Armadillo and on the right its mesh salieny distribution
[84℄.
Mesh Salieny
A purely urvature-based metri might not produe orret information about the pereptual
importane of a mesh feature. For example, a high urvature feature in the middle of a
at region will probably be pereived as important; but a at region in the middle of densely
repeated high urvature bumps will also be pereived as important. Mesh salieny is a measure
of suh regional importane [84℄ by identifying the mesh surfae areas whih are judged to be
of greater interest, i.e., whih present a larger number of features.
Over the years this onept has been used in order to enhane simpliation methods:
Kho et al. [77℄ and Pojar et al. [108℄ determined salient features by user seletion. Yee et
al. [163℄ omputed the salieny of 3D models based on their 2D projetions. In the reent
work of Howlet et al. [65℄ salieny is asertained using an eye-traking devie, and it is shown
that using this data during the mesh simpliation proess an help preserve visual delity.
A few authors ompute salieny diretly from a 3D model: Watanabe et al. [158℄ detet
salient urvature features; Hisada et al. [60℄ detet pereptually salient features using a 3D
skeleton. Reently, Lee et al. [84℄ presented a method whih allows the omputation of mesh
salieny based on mean urvature information. They point out that a salieny measure must
be omputed for dierent sales, sine a feature that is important at a partiular sale might
not remain so at a dierent one.
Mesh Element Quality
When assessing quality, it is important to evaluate the quality of eah one of the elements that
ompose a mesh. Several metris have been proposed in order to assess this (partiularly for
triangles) based on minimum angle, maximum angle, edge ratio, edge to inradius, et. Pébay
et al. [104℄ analysed several triangle quality measures, studied their extremal properties and
examined their asymptoti behavior, in order to better understand the information they might
provide.
More omplex element analysis has also been proposed. Reent approahes are those
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of Huang [66℄, where three mesh quality measures haraterizing the shape, alignment and
adaptation features of elements are introdued, and of Cao [32℄ where the relation between
triangle geometri properties and the assoiated error of linear interpolation is analysed.
Smoothness Analysis
Mesh smoothness is a good measure of the visual quality of a mesh [75℄. It is possible to
measure the smoothness of a mesh by omputing the dierene between a vertex position and
the position of the entroid of its diret neighbors: mesh smoothness is larger when this value
is smaller.
Another method used to analyse smoothness is through the visualization of isophotes or
reetion lines [27℄. Isophotes are lines of onstant illumination on a surfae. To ompute these
lines, a Lambertian surfae [13℄ is onsidered (i.e., with purely diuse reetion). This means
the isophotes are independent of the viewpoint. The resulting images allow the detetion of
surfae irregularity when ompared with standard shading. The user an examine the lines,
rate their smoothness and transfer this information to the surfae: Ck ontinuous surfaes
lead to Ck−1 ontinuous isophotes.
Figure 3.18: Reetion lines on C0, C1 and C2 surfaes [27℄.
Reetion lines (see Fig. 3.18) are rendered assuming a speular surfae (thus, they depend
on the viewpoint) and they have been traditionally used in the automotive industry to evaluate
ar surfae quality by using an arrangement of parallel uoresent lights plaed above the ar.
Just like the isophotes, reetion lines allow obtaining information about surfae ontinuity:
if a surfae is Ck ontinuous then the reetion lines will be Ck−1 ontinuous.
3.4.2 Mesh Comparison
In what follows a short overview on methods used to ompare polygonal meshes is provided.
Geometri Distane
Geometri distane gives an idea of how lose the shape of one surfae is to the other. Sev-
eral methods are proposed in the literature whih allow measuring the distane between two
meshes. An important aspet is surfae sampling: it is usually required sine, when ompar-
ing two meshes, they might have a dierent number of verties (e.g., due to simpliation)
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or their verties might not have a lear orrespondene. Thus, in order to ompare a vertex
position with its orrespondent on another mesh, the latter mesh surfae must be sampled in
order to nd ommmon omparison points.
Cignoni et al. [37℄ presented a method for measuring the geometri distane using surfae
sampling; similar approahes were presented by Aspert et al. [14℄, whih fous on the Hausdor
distane, and by Roy et al. [123℄. Reently, Guthe et al. [55℄ presented a method for fast and
aurate omputation of the Hausdor distane.
Other approahes have also been presented: Inagaki et al. [67℄ desribed a method whih
uses pixel based searh; Park et al. [101℄ presented a shape dissimilarity measure whih uses
the depth buer and a surfae roving method, in order to measure distanes between orre-
sponding points on dierent 3D models.
Attributes Deviation
Attributes are data dened at eah mesh vertex, e.g., olor, normal and texture oordinates.
These attributes an play an important role in models aimed for rendering. For example,
sine normals are used in lighting alulations, a large normal deviation might entail visual
artifats or signiant dierenes when the mesh is rendered.
Cohen et al. [41℄ desribed a method to ompute texture deviation between two meshes.
Reently, Roy et al. [123℄ proposed a generi attribute deviation metri whih allows the
omputation of the deviation for several types of attributes.
Visual Metri
In order to apture the visual dierene between an original model and its approximation,
Karni et al. [75℄ proposed a visual metri based on the geometri and Laplaian dierenes
between two meshes, whih is used in the ontext of quality assessment of a ompression
algorithm. The geometri dierene is related with physial (oordinates) dierenes, while
the Laplaian is related to visual/pereptual dierenes. Computing the visual metri is
only possible for meshes having the same number of verties, and a orrespondene between
them must be possible. A proessing method whih satises this requirement is, for example,
smoothing.
More reently, Sorkine et al. [141℄ used this visual metri and proposed assigning a higher
weight to the Laplaian dierene (smoothness), sine it is deemed more important to the
pereived visual quality.
Mixed Measure
Following the results presented in Sousa Santos et al. [143℄, whih suggest that (1) the Geo-
metri Distane is a better estimator of pereived quality for strongly simplied models, and
that (2) the Normal Deviation is a better estimator of pereived quality for less simplied
models, a mixed measure an be proposed whih weights those two deviations aording to
the simpliation level of a model.
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Figure 3.19: The Metro graphial output window [37℄.
Suh mixed measure is omputed as C(vi) = (1.0 − α)G(vi) + αN(vi), where G(vi) and
N(vi) denote the Geometri and Normal Deviations for vertex vi and α = m/M , where m is
the number of verties of the proessed mesh and M the number of verties of the original
(referene) mesh. The latter is still a very rude approximation of an ideal blending fator
and further researh is learly needed here.
3.5 Mesh Comparison Tools
Mesh omparison is usually arried out with the help of dediated software tools providing
the user with numerial data (e.g., minimum, mean and maximum dierene values) and
visual information (e.g., oloring a model aording to the dierene values measured at eah
vertex), and allowing the user to hoose among several dierene measures.
A few suh tools, whih allow mesh feature evaluation and the omparison of polygonal
meshes, are desribed in the literature and an analysis of their features is presented next.
3.5.1 Metro
Metro is a ommand line tool, developed by Cignoni et al. [37℄ for Windows and Linux
whih an be found at http://vg.soureforge.net/tiki-index.php?page=Metro. An
early Graphial User Interfae, whih was not available in the tested version, is presented
in Fig. 3.19.
Main Features
Metro provides dierent methods for surfae sampling (Monte Carlo sampling, subdivision
sampling and similar triangles sampling).
It allows both numerial and visual mesh omparison. Among the numerial values pro-
vided is data about the input mesh harateristis (number of verties and faes, surfae area,
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Figure 3.20: Graphial User Interfae of the tool developed by Zhou et al. showing (from
left to right) a proessed model, the original model, and a model olored aording to the
dierene between the two [166℄.
Figure 3.21: Several visual mapping options provided by the tool developed by Zhou et al.
From left to right: overlay, rainbow mapping, white-blak-white pseudo-oloring, glyph (high-
pass ltered) and glyph (low-pass ltered) [166℄.
mesh volume, et.), the minimum and maximum distanes between two given meshes and
their dierene in volume. It is also possible to view a model olored aording to the results
obtained. Also provided is the omputation of the Hausdor distane.
Appliations
Metro is the most used tool to assess dierenes between polygonal meshes. Some examples
are the work of Cignoni et al. [36℄, where it has been used to ompare among mesh sim-
pliation algorithms; Valette et al. [155℄, where it was used to assess the quality provided
by a multiresolution sheme; and Müller et al. [96℄, where it was used to evaluate a mesh
ompression method.
3.5.2 Metris and Visualization Tools for Surfae Mesh Comparison
This is a tool developed for SGI workstations by Zhou et al. [166℄.
Main Features
This tool introdues some additional measures (namely, disrete surfae urvature) and are
was taken to present several visualization tehniques, inluding side-by-side viewing of the
ompared models and results (Fig. 3.20), box-glyphs and animations (Fig. 3.21).
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Figure 3.22: M.E.S.H. visualization window showing vertex error information for a torus
model [14℄.
Appliations
The only appliation of this tool in the literature, to the best of my knowledge, is the one
proposed in Zhou et al. [166℄ to ompare dierent resolution meshes and meshes obtained
with dierent methods.
The authors who ite it do it mainly beause they use a disrete urvature omputation
method also proposed in the above mentioned paper.
3.5.3 M.E.S.H.
M.E.S.H. (Measuring Error between Surfaes using the Hausdor distane) was developed by
Aspert et al. [14℄, and an be found at http://mesh.berlios.de/. It an be run in both
Windows and Linux systems.
Main Features
M.E.S.H. uses the Hausdor distane to measure the dierene between two mesh models.
It provides several numerial values, namely the main features of the input meshes and the
minimum, mean, maximum and root-mean-square values of the results. A simple Graphial
User Interfae is provided to support results viewing and analysis whih allows viewing a model
olored aording to the obtained results. The provided visualization window (Fig. 3.22) also
allows synhronizing both original and olored model, and seleting some rendering options
like wireframe.
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Figure 3.23: Internet Explorer window, using the Cortona plugin [1℄, showing a olored model
returned byMeshDev, depiting the data obtained in the omparison of two polygonal models.
Appliations
M.E.S.H. has been used in a wide variety of appliations. As an example one an refer the
work of Rajamani et al. [109℄, where it is used for quality assessment of a model for surgial
visualization; Cohen-Steiner [42℄, where it is used to ompute deviations for a new shape
approximation method; Payan et al. [103℄, where it is used to assess the results obtained with
a normal mesh ompression method; and van Kaik et al. [156℄, where dierent metris for
mesh simpliation are ompared.
3.5.4 MeshDev
Finally, Roy et al. [123℄ presented a tool alled MeshDev, whih an be obtained at
http://meshdev.soureforge.net/.
Main Feaures
MeshDev allows the omputation of geometri, normal and other attribute deviations suh
as olor or texture. Similarly to the other tools, it provides several numerial values hara-
terizing the input meshes and the obtained results. It is also possible to view models olored
aording to the omputed deviations using a rainbow olor sale. The olored models are
returned in VRML format and need an external viewer to be analysed (see Fig. 3.23).
Appliations
In Sousa Santos et al. [143℄,MeshDev is used to assess the quality of polygonal models obtained
using dierent simpliation levels and methods. The obtained results were then ompared
with pereived quality data obtained through an observer study; in Ho et al. [61℄, MeshDev
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was used to assess the quality of simplied polygonal models obtained using a user-assisted
mesh simpliation framework.
3.6 Conlusion
This hapter provided a brief overview on Geometri Modeling using polygonal meshes fous-
ing on the most popular mesh proessing methods, and on the evaluation and omparison of
mesh features, desribing several methods and tools used for that purpose.
Polgonal meshes are used in many appliation domains and may be proessed using various
methods and with several partiular goals. These mesh proessing operations entail hanges
in the original meshes and the obtained results must be assessed in order to understand how
they aet the meshes. It is important to quantify the amount of hange introdued thus
allowing the denition of ondene levels or seletion of suitable algorithms.
Feature evaluation of polygonal meshes has been a subjet widely explored in the literature
and many omputational measures exist whih allow obtaining, for example, surfae urvature.
In general, these measures are available in software tools for mesh analysis and omparison,
ranging from onsole appliations to simple Graphial User Interfaes, whih have allowed
users to perform mesh quality assessment in numerous situations. But these tools lak some
important features whih would allow a more systemati usage. The following hapter will
identify some of those missing features, and present a new mesh analysis and omparison tool
whih provides them.
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Chapter 4
PolyMeCo
In Chapter 3 several mesh proessing methods have been desribed and many others ex-
ist, suh as remeshing or feature enhanement [38℄. All these proessing methods result in
polygonal meshes whih exhibit dierenes towards the original. As there are several ways of
aomplishing the same mesh proessing operation (e.g., ompression), eah one leading to
dierent results depending on the algorithms used, it is important to measure these dier-
enes in order to understand whih is the best algorithm and if the resulting dierenes are
aeptable for a partiular goal.
Figure 4.1: A view of PolyMeCo's user interfae, while performing mesh omparison.
Suh an assessment is essential for researhers developing new methods, as they have to ne
tune them in order to provide better solutions than those already available, but also for users
applying these methods for partiular purposes. The users' role is of paramount importane,
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sine they often test or apply the mesh proessing methods in unexpeted situations whih
were not onsidered by the developers, revealing important results.
In order to help users to insert an assessment stage in their work ow, it is important
that the tools available for that purpose provide all the neessary features to allow systemati
assessment and enhaned insight on the obtained data.
PolyMeCo (Polygonal Mesh Comparison)
1
is suh a tool, providing an integrated
environment for mesh analysis and omparison (Fig. 4.1).
This hapter desribes PolyMeCo's arhiteture and features. It starts by identifying the
main features whih PolyMeCo provides. Then, it presents a possible mesh analysis and
omparison pipeline and, based upon it, desribes PolyMeCo's main modules by stating
their purpose and ontents.
4.1 Desired Funtionalities
The analysis of the omparison tools mentioned in Setion 3.5 revealed the lak of several
features whih seem to be important, in partiular if one aims to provide a tool for systemati
use by researhers and non-researhers.
When dealing with polygonal models it must be possible to:
• Load several models during the same work session in a lear and systemati way;
• Compute dierent mesh features/properties and dierene measures;
• Compute a mesh property or dierene measure (e.g., geometri distane) for several
models at one;
• Save the ontents of the work session in order to allow resuming the work.
When dealing with the data obtained by omputing a mesh property or dierene measure
for a partiular model it must be possible to:
• Choose several ways of presenting the omputed data;
• Visualize the data obtained using several omputational measures for the same model;
• Compare data values obtained with the same omputational measure for dierent (and
omparable) models;
• Aess omputed values assoiated with a partiular mesh entity (e.g., a vertex);
• Export the omputed data in order to allow further analysis with statistial tools.
These features are all supported by PolyMeCo and will be desribed in greater detail
ahead on this hapter.
1
A rst version of PolyMeCo was presented by the author in Silva et al. [135℄.
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4.2 Polygonal Mesh Storage and GUI Development
After dening the desired features for PolyMeCo
2
it was important to hoose whih would
be the data struture used to store and manipulate the polygonal models, and how would the
Graphial User Interfae (GUI) be developed. The development was to be performed in C++
using (primarily) Mirosoft Visual Studio, in Windows environments, and Elipse in Linux
environments. Model rendering would be exeuted using OpenGL [131℄. In what follows the
hosen options are presented.
4.2.1 Data Struture
After analysing the alternatives desribed in Setion 3.1.2, the OpenMesh [28℄ library was
hosen to provide the data struture for mesh storage and manipulation, given its simpliity,
its mesh manipulation tools (e.g., vertex, fae and one-ring iterators) and the purpose of its
authors in expanding it with additional features.
Although this library is developed in Linux environments, there was no major problem in
porting it to use in Mirosoft Visual Studio 2005.
4.2.2 Graphial User Interfae
One of the main goals was to develop PolyMeCo as a multi-platform tool whih ould be used
either in Mirosoft Windows (the primary development environment) or Linux environments.
There are several open soure libraries available whih allow Graphial User Interfae (GUI)
development, independently of the platform. Some examples are:
• FOX Toolkit
FOX Toolkit [3℄ is a C++ based toolkit for developing Graphial User Interfaes whih
provides several ontrols and features, suh as drag and drop, and OpenGL widgets for
3D graphial manipulation. Many of the provided widgets an be reated using just one
line of ode and it is possible to reate new widgets by deriving lasses from existing
ones. Interfaes developed with Fox Toolkit look the same regardless of the operating
system.
FOX Toolkit an be used on several operating systems inluding Linux, IRIX, HP-UX
and Mirosoft Windows.
• Qt
Qt [8℄ is a C++ based library ontaining several modules whih provide, beyond GUIs
development, database, networking and multi-threading features. It also provides lasses
for working with OpenGL 3D graphis. Interfaes developed with Qt always present a
native look and feel depending on the operating system.
Qt an be used to develop appliations targeting several operating systems like Linux,
IRIX, HP-UX, Ma OS and Mirosoft Windows.
2
A version for test purposes an be obtained in http://www.ieeta.pt/polymeo
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• wxWidgets
wxWidgets [10℄ is a library developed in C++, whih an be used to develop GUIs from
languages as C++, Python, Perl and C#. It supports several ontrols and features
inluding OpenGL integration, database, network and multi-threading support.
Similar to what happens with Qt, GUIs developed using wxWidgets present a native
look and feel aording to the operating system.
wxWidgets an be used to develop GUIs for Linux, Ma OS and Mirosoft Windows.
After onsidering the above possibilities and aiming for simpliity, exibility and similar
look and feel aross plataforms, Fox Toolkit was hosen.
4.3 Mesh Analysis and Comparison Pipeline
The proess of analysing and omparing meshes an be desribed by the pipeline presented
in Fig. 4.2. After loading polygonal models, some of their features are desribed by ompu-
tational measures. Then, the obtained results are mapped to a suitable representation. After
this mapping has been performed, the hosen representations are presented to the user who
may interat with them and hange parameters along the pipeline in order to, for example,
hoose another omputational measure, or the representation mapping used.
Figure 4.2: Mesh analysis/omparison pipeline.
Notie that this pipeline is analogous to the Visualization pipeline presented in Chapter
2. The Computational Measures stage omprises obtaining raw data and transforming it;
the Representations stage omprises building Visual Strutures and mapping data onto them;
and the Presentation and Interation stage omprises all tasks regarding interating with the
visualization.
By taking into aount the proposed pipeline, PolyMeCo should inlude four main fun-
tional bloks:
1. Model Management
2. Computational Measures
3. Representations
4. Presentation and Interation
In the following setions eah one of those bloks will be desribed in more detail along
with the features available in PolyMeCo.
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4.4 Model Management
In the mesh omparison proess it is neessary to distinguish between the original (referene)
mesh and those whih are its versions obtained using some mesh proessing operations. In
PolyMeCo, loading an original model reates a new Test Area. Eah Test Area an ontain
multiple model Test Sets. A Test Set is reated when a (proessed) version of the original
model is loaded for omparison. Finally, eah Test Set will ontain the data for all the
measures omputed for the model version it refers to. Figure 4.3 shows this hierarhy.
Figure 4.3: Diagram depiting the dierene between Test Areas and Test Sets.
4.5 Computational Measures
Computational Measures allow mesh analysis and omparison by providing information re-
garding mesh properties (e.g., urvature) or deviations between meshes (e.g., geometri dis-
tane).
A Computational Measure (see Fig. 4.4) uses information regarding the urrently ative
models (i.e., the seleted Test Area and Test Set). Then, depending if it is an analysis or a
omparison, it uses information of one or both to ompute the results.
Figure 4.4: Diagram for a omputational measure.
It then provides the numerial values obtained and a 3D model whih may be used to
support the data representation. This model an be the original model, in a omparison, or
the proessed model, when omputing an analysis measure. There are also situations where
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this model an be dierent, e.g., when the omputed measure has no diret onnetion with
the geometry of the models.
In what follows some details are provided onerning the omputational measures urrently
inluded in PolyMeCo.
4.5.1 Intrinsi Properties
Intrinsi properties
3
allow the measurement of a partiular property of a mesh. In what
follows, the intrinsi properties available in PolyMeCo are desribed
4
.
• Smoothness  This measure gives an idea of the smoothness of a model surfae. For
eah vertex, the average position (entroid) of its diret neighbors (one-ring verties)
is obtained and the distane to the vertex is omputed: when this distane is small,
the region to whih it orresponds is smoother. Equation 4.1 is used to ompute the
smoothness vetor for eah vertex vi, where N1(vi) denotes the set of diret neighbors
of vertex vi:
S(vi) = vi −
1
#N1(vi)
∑
v∈N1(vi)
v (4.1)
The distane an then be omputed by taking the norm of S(vi).
• Mean and Gaussian Curvatures  It is possible to ompute the Gaussian and mean
urvatures for eah vertex of a mesh. The algorithms implemented in PolyMeCo follow
the ones desribed by Meyer et al. [94℄.
Figure 4.5: (a) Diret neighbors and angles opposite to an edge; (b) Voronoi region on a
non-obtuse triangle; () External angles of a Voronoi region [94℄.
The value of the mean urvature κ, for vertex vi, is obtained by taking half of the norm
of the vetor dened in Eq. 4.2, where N1(vi) again denotes the set of diret neighbors
of vertex vi; αj and βj are dened as shown on Fig. 4.5.
κ(vi) =
1
2Amixed
∑
vj∈N1(vi)
(cotαj + cotβj)(vj − vi) (4.2)
3
Here used in the sense of a property whih is diretly omputed from a model data, irrespetive of any
other referene model; not in the Dierential Geometry sense as in intrinsi urvature.
4
Whenever appliable, the notation used is that of the artile where the property has been presented.
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The value of the Gaussian urvature κG, for vertex vi, is obtained using Eq. 4.3, where
θj is the angle of fae j at vertex vi.
κG(vi) = (2pi −
#f∑
j=1
θj)/Amixed (4.3)
The salar Amixed, used in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3, represents an area: if there is no obtuse
triangle in the one-ring neighborhood of a vertex, it is obtained using the Voronoi area
dened by Eq. 4.4; whenever there is an obtuse triangle, the sum term assoiated with
it in Eq. 4.4 is replaed by the value of one quarter or half of the triangle area aording
to the value of the angle on vertex vi.
AV oronoi(vi) =
1
8
∑
vj∈N1(vi)
(cotαij + cotβij) ‖vi − vj‖
2
(4.4)
• Salieny  This measure provides an analysis of regional importane [84℄ by identifying
the mesh surfae areas whih are judged to be of greater interest, i.e., whih present a
larger number of features. As stated in [84℄, it must not be forgotten that this kind of
measure must be omputed for dierent sales, sine a feature that is important at a
partiular sale may not remain so at a dierent one.
To obtain the salieny values for a mesh, a Gaussian-weighted average is rst omputed
for eah vertex using Eq. 4.5, where C (x) denotes the mean urvature for vertex x and
N(v, 2σ) denotes the set of neighbors of vertex v in a neighborhood of 2σ radius.
G(C (v), σ) =
∑
x∈N(v,2σ)
C (x)exp
[
−‖x− v‖2 /(2σ2)
]
∑
x∈N(v,2σ)
exp
[
−‖x− v‖2 /(2σ2)
]
(4.5)
The salieny for a vertex an then be omputed using Eq. 4.6. To ompute salieny val-
ues for dierent sales one an use Eq. 4.6 and vary the value of σ (i.e., the neighborhood
radius).
S (v) = |G(C (v), σ)−G(C (v), 2σ)| (4.6)
• Triangle Quality  Triangle quality is measured by omputing the value of the min-
imum angle for eah mesh triangle, whih provides a general idea of how triangles are
shaped along a mesh. When the minimum angle is lose to 60 degrees, the triangle is
lose to equilateral; when the minimum angle is small it is not possible to say whether
it belongs to a needle or a at triangle.
For a more aurate analysis of triangle quality there are several other measures, whih
are studied in [104℄ and whih we intend, in a short term, to add to PolyMeCo.
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4.5.2 Dierene Measures
Dierene measures allow the omparison of properties between meshes. The following dif-
ferene measures are available in PolyMeCo:
• Geometri Distane  It is possible to measure the distane (geometri dierene)
between eah mesh vertex and its orresponding position on another mesh. When
omparing two meshes, it is usual that they have a dierent number of verties (e.g.,
due to simpliation) or that their verties do not have a lear orrespondene. Thus, in
order to ompare a vertex's position with its orrespondent on another mesh, the latter
mesh's surfae must be sampled in order to nd ommon omparison points. Due to
this partiularity, the implementation of this measure available in PolyMeCo is largely
based on the one furnished by MeshDev [123℄, whih already provides a mesh surfae
sampling method.
• Normal Deviation  It is possible to measure the dierene between the normal to
eah fae of a mesh and its orresponding fae on another mesh. Due to the need for
sampling the surfae of the latter, in order to nd ommon omparison points, the
implementation of this measure provided in PolyMeCo is strongly based on the one
available in MeshDev [123℄.
• Mixed Measure  Following the results presented by the author and his olleagues in
Sousa Santos et al. [143℄ and Silva et al. [137℄, whih suggest that (1) the Geometri
Distane is a better estimator of pereived quality for strongly simplied models, and
that (2) the Normal Deviation is a better estimator of pereived quality for less simplied
models, a mixed measure is available in PolyMeCo whih tries to weight those two
measures aording to the simpliation level of a model.
Suh mixed measure is omputed as C(vi) = (1.0−α)G(vi) +αN(vi), where G(vi) and
N(vi) denote the Geometri Distane and Normal Deviation for vertex vi and α = m/M ,
where m is the number of verties of the proessed mesh and M the number of verties
of the original (referene) mesh. The latter is still a very rude approximation of an
ideal blending fator and further researh is learly needed here.
• Mean and Gaussian Curvature Deviations  The urvature deviation measures
available in PolyMeCo use the already desribed methods in order to ompute the ur-
vature for eah mesh model, and the surfae sampling apabilities provided by MeshDev
[123℄ to ompare the urvature of the two meshes.
• Visual Metri  It gives a measure of the visual hange that a model has suered,
based upon a physial distane and a Laplaian operator as desribed by Karni et al.
[75℄. The implementation available in PolyMeCo is based on the hanges proposed by
Sorkine et al. [141℄. This metri an only be applied to ompare between models where
vertex orrespondene is possible. This implies that both models must have the same
number of verties, referred by the same order (to provide vertex orrespondene).
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The physial distane between the models is obtained by omputing the root-mean-
square (RMS) value of the vertex distanes as in Eq. 4.7, where n is the number of
verties of the meshes and Q(vi) denotes the orresponding vertex of vi on the original
mesh.
Mq =
(
n∑
i=1
‖vi −Q(vi)‖
2
)1/2
(4.7)
The geometri Laplaian for eah vertex is omputed using Eq. 4.8, where lij is the
Eulidean distane between vi and vj and N1(vi) denotes the set of diret neighbors of
vertex vi. Then, using the values obtained in Eq. 4.8, the value of Sq is omputed (Eq.
4.9) and used to obtain the value of the visual metri (Eq. 4.10).
Sorkine et al. [141℄ argue that the parameter α on Eq. 4.10 needs to be smaller than
the one proposed by Karni et al. (α = 0.5), whih seems to make sense sine Sq has a
more signiant visual eet. We have set α = 0.15, but further researh is needed in
order to more learly understand the impat of this parameter on the results obtained
using this metri.
S(vi) = vi −
∑
j∈N1(vi)
l−1ij vj
∑
j∈N1(vi)
l−1ij
(4.8)
Sq =

 n∑
j=1
‖S(vi)− S(Q(vi))‖
2


1/2
(4.9)
Evis = αMq + (1− α)Sq (4.10)
4.6 Representations
In Visualization, data is mapped onto representations, whih augment a spatial substrate with
markers and graphial properties to enode information [33℄.
Figure 4.6: Diagram for a Representation.
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In PolyMeCo a Representation provides a proper representation of data obtained with
one of the available omputational measures.
As inputs, a Representation (see Fig. 4.6) reeives information regarding the urrent ative
models (i.e., the urrent Test Area model and, if seleted, the urrent Test Set model and
the urrent test). Assoiated with these models there an be information whih will then be
represented, e.g., the data values obtained with a omputational measure.
As outputs, a Representation provides a proper rendering of the representation and a
Graphial User Interfae (GUI) template whih an be used to provide representation details
to the user (e.g., a aption desribing what is being visualized), or to ongure partiular
properties of the representation (e.g., transpareny level).
All options regarding the properties of a Representation an be aessed by right-liking
with the mouse over it.
In what fallows a desription of the Representations available in PolyMeCo is provided.
4.6.1 Numerial Values
The easiest way for providing the user with feedbak about the omputed measures is by
presenting some numerial values that haraterize them and/or the meshes for whih they
were omputed. The following values are provided:
• Mesh Features  Number of verties, number of faes, bounding box diagonal, surfae
area.
• Statistial Data  Minimum, mean and maximum values, and variane are provided
for eah omputed measure.
4.6.2 Model Rendering
A simple way of enabling mesh analysis and omparison is by depiting the models and
allowing the user to visually inspet their surfaes. To help on the analysis, it is possible to
hoose several rendering options (Fig. 4.7):
• Projetion: orthogonal and perspetive projetions;
• Pre-dened views: front, bak, top, bottom, left and right;
• Element rendering: verties, edges (wireframe) and faes.
The user is also free to hange the position, rotation and size of any model presented in
PolyMeCo and, at any time, a Reset option is available whih restores the initial viewing
onditions (i.e., those whih allow viewing the whole model entered on sreen).
4.6.3 Colored Model
Through a olored model it is possible to show the user the distribution, over the mesh surfae,
of the data obtained with a partiular omputational measure: eah vertex/fae is olored
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Projetions
(a) Orthogonal projetion (b) Perspetive projetion
Pre-dened views
() Front (d) Bak (e) Left
(f) Right (g) Top (h) Bottom
Element Rendering
(i) Verties (j) Wireframe
Figure 4.7: Rendering options available in PolyMeCo.
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aording to the value obtained for eah of them. This oloring an be done by mapping the
values range to a partiular olor sale.
In Chapter 2 several olor sales are desribed along with several guidelines to build and
apply them to data sets. A usable olor sale must respet a set of priniples and be properly
hosen in order to enhane the insight it provides on the data it refers to. It is also important to
understand its disadvantages. An example is the rainbow olor sale whih is ommonly used
in many situations but is not, aording to Rogowitz et al. [119℄ and, more reently, Borland
et al. [25℄, the proper hoie in many appliation senarios. As a rst approah towards a
proper use of olor in PolyMeCo several olor sales desribed in the literature are provided,
namely: the rainbow, greysale, linearized greysale, blue-to-yan, blue-to-yellow, linearized
optimal [85℄ and heated-objet olor sales.
Figure 4.8: Menu presenting the olor sales available in PolyMeCo
Currently, the user is allowed to hoose, from this set of olor sales (see Fig. 4.8), the one
whih provides the best visualization results. This is still a very naive approah to a orret
use of olor as it depends totally on user judgment, but provides some alternatives whih
he/she an explore.
On Fig. 4.9 (top row) omputed results for the Normal Deviation Computational Measure
are presented, using a model olored aording to a rainbow and a blue to yan olor sales.
Figure 4.9 shows part of a model olored aording to the omputed triangle quality.
It would be desirable that PolyMeCo somehow suggested the more appropriate olor
sale for eah partiular ase based, among others, on the spetral features of the data and on
the type of task the user wants to aomplish [20℄. This would be an important step forward
towards a more omplete appliation of the priniples desribed in Chapter 2.
4.6.4 Model Superposition
It is possible to view a referene model superimposed on one of its proessed versions. A
rst hoie is to render both models in a solid way, using dierent olors. This allows the
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(a) (b)
()
Figure 4.9: Computed results are presented using a olored model: (a) Normal Deviation
using a rainbow olor sale and (b) a blue to yan olor sale ; () Triangle Quality using a
rainbow olor sale, to olor the faes aording to the minimum angle, and at shading.
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Figure 4.10: Model superposition. On top: the original model and the proessed model;
below: model superposition using solid rendering depiting a region where the orginal model
overlaps the proessed one, and model superposition with transpareny applied to the original
model, allowing volume omparison.
pereption of the areas where, for example, the proessed model overlaps the original model.
A seond hoie is to render the original model with some degree of transpareny, in order to
let the user pereive the dierenes in volume between the two superimposed models. Figure
4.10 shows these two alternatives.
In addition, it is also possible to view the model superposition with both models rendered
in wireframe.
4.6.5 Statistial Representations
Although model oloring gives a good idea of the distribution of the values obtained using a
Computational Measure along a model's surfae, showing where they our, a global idea of
the distribution harateristis an be diult to obtain, due to the impossibility of viewing
the whole model surfae simultaneously. The provided statistial representations, desribed
below, may help to better understand and ompare distributions of omputed measures.
• Histograms  Histograms provide information omplementary to the one given by
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Figure 4.11: High saturation value denition in order to better visualize the representation
of urvature over the mesh surfae. Top, original olored model and olored model after high
saturation value denition; bottom, the resulting histogram.
olored models: the user an, at a glane, get an idea of the global harateristis of the
omputed measure distribution.
A problem that an our when assigning a range of values to a olor sale is that of
sale strething: if outliers are present on the data, they may streth the sale too muh
and not allow pereptible dierenes between lose values. In order to deal with this
issue, the histogram widget available in PolyMeCo provides a way of hoosing the
range of values that will be represented by the hosen olor sale. By using a slider,
the user an hoose a high saturation value, i.e., all values above it will be represented
using the last olor of the olor sale. A similar slider is available for dening a low
saturation value, all values below it being represented by the rst olor of the olor
sale. The histogram will then use the rst bar to represent the low saturated values
and the last for the high saturated values, leaving others to represent the distribution
of the remaining (in-between) values.
Figure 4.11 shows a model olored aording to its mean urvature. Due to the presene
of outliers on the data, it is not possible to visualize the urvature distribution. By
dening a high saturation value using the slider provided on the histogram widget, it is
possible to better pereive the urvature distribution. Note that the histogram bars are
also olored with the hosen olor sale.
This feature an also be used to highlight values in a olored model. Figure 4.12 shows,
on top, several models olored using several olor sales, depiting results obtained
with the Geometri Distane Computational Measure. On bottom, the same models
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Figure 4.12: Top, models olored using several olor sales, depiting the results obtained by
omputing the Geometri Distane. Bottom, same models but now with the olor mapping
modied in order to highlight the surfae regions with larger assoiated values.
Figure 4.13: Boxplot and some data haraterizing it.
are presented but the olor mapping has been modied by adjusting the high saturation
level. Notie how the surfae regions with larger values assoiated are learer to identify.
• Boxplots  Boxplots are very useful when omparing data sets, sine they allow om-
paring and analysing the symmetries and ranges of the data, and detet the presene
of outliers; thus, they an help setting the saturation values on the histogram widget.
Figure 4.13 presents a boxplot drawn for a partiular data set.
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4.7 Visualization Modes
Conerning the Presentation and Interation funtional blok, the rst omponents are Visu-
alization Modes.
A Visualization Mode (see Fig. 4.14) takes as inputs information regarding the urrent
ative models or even a list of models seleted from those already loaded. It then uses the
Figure 4.14: Diagram for a Visualization Mode.
available Representations to ompose a Graphial User Interfae whih allows the user to gain
a greater insight into the information he/she is visualizing. It an simply show one of the
available Representations, several (oordinated) Representations for the same data, or provide
ways of omparing among several results by using the same Representation for all of them in
a side-by-side view.
Next, a desription of all Visualization Modes available in PolyMeCo is provided.
4.7.1 Original vs Proessed vs Colored Model
In this Visualization Mode the user is presented with the original model, the proessed model
and a olored representation of the data (e.g., deviation values) obtained using the seleted
Computational Measure. This allows the visual omparison of the two models, for example,
to quikly identify areas where omputed values are higher/lower, and then perform a more
detailed analysis.
It is possible to manipulate any of the models and hange its position, orientation and size.
This manipulation has the partiularity of maintaining all models synhronized, i.e., a hange
in position, orientation or size in one of the models is also applied to the others. Figure 4.15
illustrates this Visualization Mode.
4.7.2 Extended Results Viewing
This Visualization Mode allows the simultaneous presentation of a olored model, a histogram
and a boxplot depiting the results obtained with one Computational Measure. In this mode
it is possible (as desribed earlier) to dene high and low saturation values in order to enhane
the way results are presented using the olored model. Figure 4.16 shows this Visualization
Mode.
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Figure 4.15: Original vs. Proessed vs. Colored model Visualization Mode.
Figure 4.16: Extended results Visualization Mode showing a olored model, a histogram and
a boxplot for data obtained with the Geometri Distane Computational Measure.
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Figure 4.17: Simultaneous visualization of olored models regarding results obtained using:
top, Geometri Distane (left), Normal Deviation (enter), and Mean Curvature (right); bot-
tom, Smoothness Analysis, Triangle Quality and Mixed Measure.
4.7.3 Simultaneous Visualization of Dierent Measures
This Visualization Mode allows the user to visualize the data distributions obtained with
dierent Computational Measures, regarding one model. This an help the user to have
a learer idea of the obtained results, and provides the possibility of omparing between
them and nding, for example, similarities in their behavior. The presented models remain
synhronized, i.e., with similar position, orientation and size. Figure 4.17 illustrates this
Visualization Mode.
4.7.4 Feature Comparison
This Visualization Mode allows the visualization of data distributions obtained with the same
Computational Measure for several proessed models. This an get handy in situations where
we want to study dierent proessing algorithms and ompare the obtained results. Feature
omparison is possible using olored models (Fig. 4.18), histograms (Fig. 4.19) and boxplots
(Fig. 4.20).
PolyMeCo only allows feature omparison of models belonging to the same Test Area
and it is up to the user to judge for whih models this feature omparison an be used. For
example, it may make no sense, when omparing models simplied using dierent simplia-
tion methods, to ompare between models at dierent simpliation levels. The models to
ompare an be hosen by liking on the desired Computational Measure and then seleting
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Figure 4.18: Feature Comparison Visualization Mode: simultaneous visualization of olored
models regarding results obtained using the Geometri Distane for six simplied versions of
a model.
Figure 4.19: Feature Comparison Visualization Mode: simultaneous visualization of his-
tograms regarding results obtained using the Geometri Distane for six simplied versions
of a model.
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Figure 4.20: Feature Comparison Visualization Mode: simultaneous visualization of boxplots
regarding results obtained using the Geometri Distane for six simplied versions of a model.
Figure 4.21: Dialog box whih allows seleting models to add to the Feature Comparison
Visualization Mode.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.22: For dierent models, omparison of the results obtained by omputing the same
measure using olored models: (a) eah model was olored using an individual olor map; (b)
all models were olored using a ommon olor map allowing diret omparison among them.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.23: Comparison using histograms of the data obtained by omputing the same
measure for dierent models: (a) the histograms are drawn using individual ranges; (b) all
histograms are drawn using a ommon value range allowing diret omparison among them.
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from the set of models for whih it was omputed in the urrent Test Area (see Fig. 4.21).
When using this Visualization Mode one must not forget important details. Eah one of
the olored models (and histograms) uses the full range of the olor sale to represent the data,
i.e., for eah olored model the last olor of the olor sale is used to represent the maximum
value obtained for that partiular model. This kind of oloring an still be useful to ompare
value inidene in eah model, but it is not possible to diretly ompare distributions using
the olored models.
In order to allow this kind of omparison (not possible with the other omparison tools
desribed earlier), PolyMeCo provides the option of using a ommon olor map on all the
models. The last olor of the olor sale is now used to represent the maximum value obtained
among all the ompared models. The same happens with the histograms, i.e., they are redrawn
onsidering the new maximum.
Figure 4.22a allows omparing results using an individual olor map for eah model. Notie
that it is not lear whih is the model that has higher assoiated values. On Fig. 4.22b a
ommon olor map is used thus allowing for an easier and more aurate omparison.
The same happens with histograms: again, diret omparison among them an only be
orretly performed when using a ommon value range. Figure 4.23 shows the histograms
drawn using their individual ranges, and then using a ommon value range.
4.8 Information Windows
It is also important to provide users with additional information about what they are visual-
izing. This is done using Information Windows.
An Information Window (see Fig. 4.24) takes information about the urrently ative
models and about sene properties and provides information regarding the urrent viewed
items. It an also provide graphial user interfaes for the onguration of sene parameters
Figure 4.24: Diagram showing inputs and outputs for an Information Window.
(e.g., light soure properties) or auxiliary tools to obtain information useful in the urrent
ontext, like an interrogation tool when visualizing a partiular Representation.
An Information Window an also provide a shortut to partiular operations that an be
aomplished in the urrent ontext. For example, it an allow a user to selet and ompute
a partiular measure for the urrently seleted model. These Information Windows an be
moved by the user, doked inside PolyMeCo's window, or hidden when not being used.
Undoking or hiding Information Windows an be useful to maximize the sreen area used
for model rendering, thus providing a better visualization of the presented models. Figure 4.25
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Figure 4.25: A view of PolyMeCo's user interfae. All Information Windows have been
undoked (and repositioned) and some were hidden in order to maximize the sreen area used
for model rendering.
shows the same olored model presented in Fig. 4.1, but now all Information Windows have
been undoked and some, not being used, were hidden. Notie how the rendering area has
inreased signiantly.
In what follows, a brief desription of eah Information Window provided by PolyMeCo
is performed.
4.8.1 Model List
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.26 allows the user to navigate aross all the loaded
models and omputed data. At the top it provides a list of the reated Test Areas, i.e., the
original models that have been loaded to be used as referenes during mesh omparisons.
At the bottom, a list of all the Test Sets belonging to the urrently seleted Test Area is
presented, i.e., all the proessed versions loaded to be analysed/ompared. Under eah Test
Set a list of all Computational Measures already omputed is provided. This list an be
ollapsed by double-liking on the Test Set name, thus allowing to hide it when it is not
being neessary, leaving more spae to view other items of the Test Set list.
This is the only Information Window that annot be hidden.
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Figure 4.26: Model List Information Window. A list of the models opened for analysis and
omparison is shown.
4.8.2 Model Details
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.27) provides some basi information about the urrent
mesh features, namely: number of verties, number of faes, surfae area and bounding box
diagonal. These values allow the user to perform a simple omparison among models aording
Figure 4.27: Model Details Information Window. Some details about the urrently seleted
model are presented.
to their omplexity (number of verties and faes), their size (bounding box diagonal), and
surfae area.
4.8.3 Test List
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.28) provides a list of all the available Computational
Measures. The user an then selet one of them and ompute it for a partiular model or
for all models inluded in a Test Area. A short message in the bottom of the Information
Window informs the user about whih models will be inluded in the omputation (aording
to the model urrently seleted): if the Test Area is seleted, the Computational Measure will
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Figure 4.28: Test List Information Window. A list of the available Computational Measures
is presented and the user an selet and ompute them for the opened models.
be omputed for all assoiated Test Sets ; if a Test Set is seleted then the Computational
Measure will only be omputed for that partiular model. This is an important feature to
allow systemati use of PolyMeCo as a mesh evaluation tool as it an speed-up the task
of omputing several measures for several models, as opposed to what is possible with other
tools desribed in the literature, whih only allow working with a model and Computational
Measure at a time.
4.8.4 Test Details
In this Information Window (see Fig. 4.29) some numerial values appear whih summarize
the results obtained with a partiular Computational Measure, namely: minimum, mean,
maximum and variane values.
Figure 4.29: Test Details Information Window. Some numerial details about the results
urrently being analysed are provided.
4.8.5 Small Histogram
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.30) shows a small histogram, olored aording to the
urrently used representation, whih allows the user to obtain a rough idea of how the values
obtained with a omputational measure are distributed. A larger histogram an be viewed in
the Extended Results Visualization Mode desribed in Setion 4.7.2.
4.8.6 Representation Properties
This Information Window provides information regarding the urrently used Representation.
When visualizing a model olored aording to the data obtained using a Computational Mea-
sure this Information Window shows the used olor sale (Fig. 4.31, left). When visualizing
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Figure 4.30: Small Histogram Information Window. A small histogram whih summarizes
the data set urrently being analysed is presented.
Figure 4.31: Representation Properties Information Window. Left, the olor sale used in a
Representation is provided; right, the properties for the Model Superposition Representation
are presented.
other representation it may provide several ontrols whih allow modifying some of its prop-
erties. The Model Superposition Representation is suh a ase. The user an hange the olor
used to render eah model, set an opaity level for the original model and enable/disable
transpareny (Fig. 4.31, right).
4.8.7 Loation Probe
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.32) provides a probe tool whih allows the user to obtain
information regarding a partiular mesh vertex. The provided information onerns geometry
(vertex oordinates), topology (vertex neighborhoods and their properties) and assoiated
data values, suh as those obtained using a partiular Computational Measure.
Figure 4.32 shows some details about the Loation Probe Information Window and its
usage. When a mesh vertex is seleted, a green sphere appears at its loation along with
an highlight of its neighbors (Fig. 4.32, top). The user an dene the number of visible
neighborhoods on the Topology tab (Fig. 4.32, bottom enter) and read information about
eah neighborhood (one-ring, two-ring, et.) suh as the number of verties it inludes. The
information about vertex oordinates an be found in the Geometry tab (Fig. 4.32, bottom
left) and the value omputed for it, using one of the Computational Measure, is presented in
the Results tab (Fig. 4.32, bottom right).
The Loation Probe still does not provide obtaining information about mesh faes (e.g.,
area, Triangle Quality value).
4.8.8 Lighting Details
This Information Window (see Fig. 4.33) provides the user with several features to
view/hange the light properties of the sene. It is possible to inrease the number of light
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Figure 4.32: A vertex was seleted with the Loation Probe. Top, mesh surfae detail showing
the seleted vertex along with its diret-neighborhood. Bottom, the three tabs on the Loa-
tion Probe Information Window showing information about geometry, topology and results
assoiated with the seleted vertex.
soures up to three and ontrol their position as well as their ambient, diuse and speular
omponents. Light soure orientation is always towards the origin, as an be seen in the rep-
resentation appearing on the top of the Information Window where ones represent the light
soures and a sphere represents the illuminated objet. The hosen light soure properties are
applied to the sphere thus allowing the user to have a better pereption of the results. Due
to performane issues, speially when working with omplex models, light hanges are only
applied to the model being visualized when the user presses the Apply Settings button.
In order not to interfere with the Representations whih use olor (light soure olor ould
hange pereived mesh surfae olors), the light soure properties for those senes are pre-
dened and annot be hanged. The light soure properties set by the user are only applied
when viewing original or proessed models.
This feature has been used to better examine and ompare surfaes of models obtained
using dierent simpliation methods, as desribed in Chapter 5.
4.9 Additional Features
As PolyMeCo is an integrated environment, allowing the simultaneous presene of several
models and omputed mesh properties, it is desirable to provide features whih help the user
to deal with the assoiated omplexity and the obtained data.
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Figure 4.33: Lighting Details Information Window where users an ustomize light soure
properties.
Regarding this issue, several features, whih are desribed next, are available in Poly-
MeCo.
Enable / Disable rendering
When working with omplex models, the required rendering times may be large. For this
reason, PolyMeCo provides an option to disable model rendering. In this way, navigating
along the models to ompute intrinsi properties or deviation measures is faster. At any
time the user an ativate model rendering to analyse the results using one of the available
Representations.
3D Representation Snapshot
Sometimes, it an be important to apture a partiularity seen in a Representation in order
to view it later or to illustrate a onlusion. PolyMeCo provides the possibility of taking a
snapshot of a Representation saving it in BMP, GIF or JPEG formats.
Workspae Saving/Loading
It is also possible to save the information regarding the urrent workspae, i.e., the opened
models, the seleted measures and the omputed data, et. This is done by reating a XML
[2℄ le ontaining all this information.
The hoie of the XML format was due to the fat that it allows an easy data interhange
and is plataform/appliation independent. Is also has the advantage of being user readable.
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Another partiularity is that by writing a XML style sheet it is possible to view the results
ontained in the XML le in a strutured way, using a web browser (Fig. 4.34). This allows
the readability of the results even without PolyMeCo.
Figure 4.34: PolyMeCo's workspae information viewed on a web-browser.
4.10 Conlusion
In this hapter PolyMeCo, a tool for mesh analysis and omparison, has been presented.
After desribing a possible pipeline for mesh analysis and omparison, several PolyMeCo
features were presented, namely, the supported Computational Measures, Representations,
Visualization Modes and Information Windows.
PolyMeCo provides several features whih were missing in other mesh analysis and om-
parison tools desribed in the literature. These features allow the user to gain greater insight
into the data obtained using several Computational Measures, while having an integrated en-
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vironment where he/she an examine model surfaes (with the hane of ustomizing light
soure properties), navigate aross loaded models and restore previous workspaes. By being
allowed to freely navigate between Visualization Modes and hange the used Representations,
the user an experiment with the dierent features without loosing fous, thus ontributing
for an easier exploration of all the provided information.
As always, the appliability of a software tool depends on the features it provides but also
on how these features an be used to attain partiular goals. For that purpose, two appliation
examples will be presented on the following hapter.
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Chapter 5
Appliation Examples
In many polygonal mesh appliations the original meshes (e.g., obtained using 3D sanners)
are very omplex and do not allow proper visualization and interation (e.g., in low resoures
systems like PDAs), or their transmission through a network. In these ases the solution an
be mesh simpliation.
Many simpliation algorithms have been proposed in the literature (see Chapter 3) but
only a few studies ompare those methods with eah other, helping users to hoose the proper
method for a spei appliation (examples of suh studies are those of Cignoni et al. [36℄
and Rogowitz et al. [117℄). For the purpose of mesh omparison, some metris and tools have
been proposed in the literature. How these metris estimate user pereived quality is still
an unanswered question, but some authors as Watson et al. [159℄ and, more reently, Silva
et al. [138, 134℄ and Sousa Santos et al. [143℄, who ompare simpliation methods using
observer studies, aim to produe guidelines whih help users understand not only the physial
impliations of a partiular metri, but also how it an be used to estimate pereived quality.
PolyMeCo an play an important role in that kind of tasks due to its onvenient envi-
ronment oering aess to mesh analysis and omparison methods, as well as making available
several visualization tools.
This hapter presents two appliation examples of PolyMeCo. In the rst example,
PolyMeCo was used to ompute several intrinsi properties and dierene measures of a set
of polygonal models. The obtained data was then ompared with quality results gained from
observer studies in order to explore if any of the measures available in PolyMeCo ould be
used to estimate visual mesh quality as pereived by users. Although this appliation does
not explore the visualization apabilities provided by PolyMeCo, as it only uses the mean
values of the omputed measures, PolyMeCo allowed omputing the same omputational
measure for several models at one, whih is muh easier than using any other tool available.
In the seond example, PolyMeCo was used to ompare two mesh simpliation algo-
rithms, QSlim and NSA. The visualization features of PolyMeCo were explored aiming, in a
rst instane, for a faster and more qualitative evaluation followed by a areful (quantitative)
analysis of the outputs.
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5.1 Case Study 1  Quality Evaluation of Polygonal Meshes
Using an Observer Study and Quality Indies
Following on earlier work arried out by the author and his olleagues, desribed in Sousa
Santos et al. [143℄, but only for mesh models of the lungs, a omparison among three sim-
pliation methods is presented using (1) an observer study involving 65 observers and (2)
quality indies omputed using PolyMeCo.
The main goal was to asertain whether the ndings previously obtained for lung mod-
els, through quality indies and a study with 32 observers, ould be generalized to other
types of models and onrmed for a larger number of observers. In partiular, it should be
veried whether the Geometri Distane was a good estimator of user pereived quality for
severe simpliations while the Normal Deviation was a good quality estimator for moderate
simpliations.
In what follows the observer study and obtained results will be presented. Next, these
results will be ompared with those obtained using quality indies omputed using Poly-
MeCo.
1
5.1.1 Observer Study
The observer study  whose main features, as well as the experiment, are presented in
what follows  was set up and arried out exatly as it had been done before for the study
using lung models: see [138℄ for a thorough desription of the objetives, ontext, framework,
experimental methodology and data analysis of that former study.
Note that the former observer study was a suitable testbed to onrm that the developed
experimental design and protool allowed pereived quality evaluation, as well as to establish
the methods for the statistial analysis of the olleted data.
Main features
We intended to ompare three mesh simpliation methods  the widely used QSlim [48, 49℄
and two other methods provided by the OpenMesh [28℄ library (one using error quadris, the
other additionally using a normal ipping riterion)  regarding the pereived quality of
the resulting meshes, for a set of ve referene models of dierent kinds (see Fig. 5.1 and
Table 5.1), and for two simpliation levels: severe (to 20% of the original number of mesh
faes) and moderate (to 50%).
Test sets were built from the set of ve referene models: for eah model and for eah
simpliation level (severe and moderate) three simplied models were reated using the three
simpliation methods. This resulted in a total of 10 test sets, eah omposed by the original
and the three simplied models (ve sets for eah simpliation level). Note that the ve
models hosen are dierent from eah other and have dierent numbers of verties and faes.
1
The work desribed in this setion has been published in Silva et al. [137℄.
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Figure 5.1: Original models used. From left to right: Bunny, Foot, Head, Lung and Strange.
Models # Verties # Faes
Bunny 25,103 49,999
Foot 2,154 4,204
Head 11,703 23,402
Lung 4,811 9,514
Strange 9,988 20,000
Table 5.1: Some details regarding the models used in the experiment.
Starting from the hypothesis that distint mesh simpliation methods have dierent
eets on the model quality pereived by human observers, possibly varying with the simpli-
ation level and other fators, we assessed that by asking for the observers' preferenes and
ratings, whih are widely used to obtain relative judgements from observers and are probably
the most adequate indies of delity [159℄.
With preferenes, eah observer assigned to the three simplied models in a test set an
ordering aording to their pereived quality, regarding the original referene model. With
ratings, eah observer lassied eah simplied model regarding the referene model (using a
rate from 1 to 5), aording to its pereived quality. For eah of these tasks, the time taken
to reah a deision and the number of interations (performed on eah model before deid-
ing) were also reorded, sine they seemed to be related to the degree of diulty observers
enounter in performing the preferene and rating tasks.
To allow an easy implementation of the experimental protool, as well as an easy storage
and management of the olleted data, the same software appliation that had been developed
for the former lung models study was used [138℄. Note that, with this appliation, observers
were free to interat with a model, by hanging its position, orientation and saling fator,
and hoose the viewpoints they wished to analyse a model from, whih is a more realisti and
less limitative setting than the one used by Watson et al. in a similar study [159℄.
The experiment
A within subjets experimental design was used [40℄, i.e., eah observer performed under eah
dierent ondition. Due to the possible inuene of learning eets, nervous behavior in the
rst task or fatigue in the last, all test sets were presented randomly to eah observer and, for
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Figure 5.2: First phase (top): the original model (upper left) and three simplied versions are
presented and preferenes are asked. Seond phase (bottom): the original model (left) and
one simplied version are presented and a rating is asked.
eah observer, the order of presentation of the models, within eah set, was randomly hosen.
For eah observer, the experiment was divided into two phases (see Fig. 5.2):
In the rst phase  preferene task , an observer was sequentially presented with eah
one of the 10 test sets and asked to assign a rst, seond and third plae to eah of the
simplied models, aording to their pereived quality regarding the original.
In the seond phase  rating task , an observer was sequentially presented with an
original model and one of its simplied versions, taken from one of the test sets, and asked
to rate the simplied model using a ve level Likert sale [16℄ from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very
good), one again based on its pereived quality.
Sixty-ve engineering students and leturers, aged between 18 and 55 (the majority, 45
individuals, was between 18 and 25 years old), partiipated in the experiment (57 men and
8 women). Forty-one individuals delared to have experiene in viewing/manipulating 3D
models. Table 5.2 lists, for eah observer, the olleted data for eah experiment phase. Sine
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First Phase Seond Phase
Preferenes (rst, seond, third) Ratings given to eah model
Order of presentation of the test data sets Order of presentation of the simplied versions of the models
Number of interations with eah test data set Number of interations with eah simplied model
Time taken to order eah data set Time taken to rate eah simplied model
Table 5.2: Type of data olleted on both experiment phases.
Figure 5.3: Preferenes orresponding to the two simpliation levels: severe (left) and mod-
erate (right).
the gender, age or experiene with 3D objet manipulation of an observer might inuene the
results, this information was used to haraterize the prole of eah observer.
Results  Phase 1
Conerning the preferenes, as a rst step, bar harts where built showing the number of rst,
seond and third plaes obtained by eah simpliation method for the two simpliation
levels, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (severe simpliation on the left and moderate simpliation on
the right). The bar-hart on the left seems to reveal a tendeny of the observers to prefer the
simplied versions using QSlim (larger number of rst plaes), then the versions simplied
using OpenMesh and, in third plae, the versions simplied using OpenMesh with normal
ipping. The bar-hart on the right of Fig. 5.3 seems to reveal that the observers prefer the
simplied versions using OpenMesh with normal ipping, followed by QSlim and OpenMesh.
In order to onrm the statistial signiane of the above-mentioned tendeny, ontin-
geny tables [70℄ were used (see Table 5.3) and the independeny of hypothesis were tested.
The independeny between the simpliation method and the observers' preferene was re-
jeted for both simpliation levels, with χ2 = 57, 57 >> 9, 49 (χ2(4d.f.;α = 0.05)) for severe
simpliations and χ2 = 110, 54 >> 9, 49 ( χ2(4d.f.;α=0.05)) for moderate simpliations.
These results suggest that observers are indeed responsive to the simpliation method used,
although they reat in a dierent way aording to the simpliation level; for severe simpli-
ations QSlim obtains the best results, while for moderate simpliations it is OpenMesh
with normal ipping that obtains most of the rst plaes.
The results obtained by the ontingeny tables an be visualized using a Correspondene
Analysis [70℄. Figure 5.4 shows the fatorial planes orresponding to the ontingeny tables for
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Severe Simpliations (20%)
1st 2nd 3rd
QSlim 144 123 58
OpenMesh 85 132 108
OpenMeshNF 97 91 137
Moderate Simpliations (50%)
1st 2nd 3rd
QSlim 103 162 60
OpenMesh 80 98 147
OpenMeshNF 166 90 69
Table 5.3: Contingeny table orresponding to preferenes for both simpliation levels.
Figure 5.4: Correspondene Analysis (where simpliation methods are in rows and prefer-
enes in olumns) for the two simpliation levels: severe (left) and moderate (right).
both simpliation levels. In these projetions we an observe that, for severe simpliations
eah simpliation method is learly assoiated with a type of preferene: rst plae for
QSlim, seond plae for OpenMesh and third plae for OpenMesh with normal ipping. A
dierent and even stronger assoiation appears for moderate simpliations: OpenMesh with
normal ipping is assoiated with the rst plae, QSlim with the seond and OpenMesh with
the third plae. A thorough desription and analysis of the results obtained in the observer
study an be found in Silva et al. [134℄.
Results  Phase 2
Conerning ratings, as a rst step, we produed bar harts showing the number of marks (1 
very bad, to 5  very good) obtained by eah simpliation method for the two simpliation
levels as shown in Fig. 5.5 (severe simpliation on the left and moderate simpliation on
the right). The bar-hart on the left seems to reveal a tendeny of the observers to rate poorly
all the simpliation methods, speially the simplied versions using OpenMesh with normal
ipping (larger number of ones), then the versions simplied using OpenMesh and QSlim.
It must be noted that almost nobody rated above 4, and even for this mark the number of
observations is very low. On the other hand, there is a visible inrease on the rating, when
the level of simpliation dereases (moderate simpliation level). The bar-hart on the
right shows a majority of marks ranging from 3 to 5. All the three methods seem equally
well rated, perhaps with a slight advantage (larger number of ves) of the OpenMesh with
normal ipping, whih was onsidered the worst on the severe simpliation level. This result
is onsistent with the one previously obtained from the preferenes.
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Figure 5.5: Ratings orresponding to level of simpliation: severe (left) and moderate (right).
Severe Simpliations (20%)
1 2 3 4 5
QSlim 36 154 106 16 3
OpenMesh 61 148 99 17 0
OpenMeshNF 82 144 83 15 1
Moderate Simpliations (50%)
1 2 3 4 5
QSlim 0 17 77 155 76
OpenMesh 5 38 123 114 45
OpenMeshNF 2 19 74 134 96
Table 5.4: Contingeny table orresponding to the ratings for the two simpliation levels:
severe (20%) and moderate (50%).
Figure 5.6: Correspondene Analysis (where simpliation methods are in rows and ratings
are in olumns) for the two simpliation levels: severe and moderate.
As in the rst phase, in order to onrm the statistial signiane of the above-mentioned
tendeny, ontingeny tables were used (Table 5.4) and the independeny of hypothesis were
tested. The independeny between the simpliation method and the observers' ratings was
rejeted for the severe simpliations, with χ2=24,57>15,5 ( χ2(8d.f.;α=0.05), as well as for
moderate simpliations, χ2 = 1013, 54 >> 31, 41 (χ2(20d.f.;α=0.05). These results suggest
that, for this task as for the preferenes task, observers are responsive to both simpliation
method and simpliation level.
The visualization of the ontingeny tables using a Correspondene Analysis (Fig. 5.6)
shows that for the moderate simpliations all methods obtain similar ratings and higher than
the obtained for the severe simpliations.
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Figure 5.7: Left, dendogram showing assoiations between all omputed quality indies for se-
vere simpliations; right, dendogram showing assoiations after disarding some redundant
quality indies.
5.1.2 Quality Indies
Several quality indies provided by PolyMeCo were omputed for eah one of the 30 simplied
models (5 models × 3 simpliation methods × 2 simpliation levels), namely: Geomet-
ri Distane (GD), Normal Deviation (ND), Mixed Measure (COM2), Mean and Gaussian
Curvature Deviations (MCD and GCD), Angle Analysis (ANG) and Smoothness. For this
partiular purpose some variations where onsidered in the Smoothness measure. S3 is the
usual smoothness measure whih omputes the distane of eah vertex to the entroid of its
one ring. S1 omputes smoothness using, not the norm of the vertex-entroid distane, but
the dierene vetor, whih implies that, when omputing the mean value, symmetri dier-
enes will anel eah other. This tries to explore the fat that, if a model has a less smooth
surfae, it an still be deemed aeptable if it maintains some symmetry. Finally, the Sijk
indies ompute smoothness using verties from the rst, seond and third neighborhoods of
a vertex, assigning them weights of 0.1× i, 0.1× j and 0.1× k, respetively.
Results
For every simplied model, the mean value for eah one of the above desribed quality indies
was omputed. Based upon those mean values, for eah simplied model and for the same
simpliation level, a rank (rst, seond and third plae) was assigned to the three models
omprising eah test set.
To study the assoiation between quality indies, and to assert possible redundanies in
the results provided by dierent indies, Cluster Analysis [70℄ was used. For severely simplied
(20%) models, and looking at the dendogram on the left of Fig. 5.7 (using Ward's method as
a measure of proximity), it is possible to detet some assoiations between indies, namely
aross the Sijk group. A loser look at the data revealed some degree of redundany. After
disarding the indies onsidered redundant, a new dendogram was omputed (Fig. 5.7 on
the right), whih is now easier to read. Notie that, as it was expeted, the COM2 index
appears assoiated with the GD for the severe simpliations. Notie also that S1 and S3
appear learly separated in dierent branhes.
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Figure 5.8: Left, dendogram showing assoiations between all omputed quality indies for
moderate simpliations; right, dendogram showing assoiations after disarding some re-
dundant quality indies.
For the moderate simpliation a similar analysis was performed. To detet possible
redundanies, Cluster Analysis was used and a dendogram was drawn for all indies (Fig. 5.8,
on the left). One again some redundany was deteted and, after analyzing the obtained
data, several indies were disarded and a new dendogram was drawn (Fig. 5.8, on the right).
Notie that, as expeted, the COM2 index now appears assoiated with the ND.
After this preliminary analysis, ontingeny tables were built for the results obtained with
eah quality index and for eah simpliation level. The results were then visualized using
Correspondene Analysis [70℄. Some of the resulting fatorial planes are presented in Fig. 5.9,
for the severely (20%) simplied models, and in Fig 5.10, for moderately (50%) simplied
models.
Regarding the global performane of the quality indies, dierent behaviors an be iden-
tied from Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. Namely, for the GD index and for both simpliation levels,
the assoiations between method and rank are learly presented: QSlim is assoiated with
the rst plae, followed by OpenMesh in seond, and OpenMesh with normal ipping in the
third plae, whih indiates that QSlim is the simpliation method produing, in general,
simplied models with lower geometri distane to the original referene models, followed by
OpenMesh and OpenMesh with normal ipping. For severe (20%) simpliations, ND does not
present suh a lear assoiation, although that happens for moderate simpliations; a similar
situation ours with S1, but for the moderate and severe simpliation levels, respetively.
Note that, for severe simpliations, for indies suh as GCD and ANG there is also a lear
method and rank assoiation, but dierent from the assoiation found for GD and COM2. The
latter two quality indies seem to have a similar behavior, and are able to learly disriminate
between the three simpliation methods (see Fig. 5.9); as said before, this assoiation is also
learly shown in the right dendogram of Fig. 5.7.
A similar analysis an be done for the moderate simpliation level, using the fatorial
planes depited in Fig. 5.10. It is possible to verify, for example, lear assoiations between
method and rank for the ND and COM2 indies, with OpenMesh with normal ipping as-
soiated with the rst plae, QSlim with seond and OpenMesh with the third plae. For
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GD ND
S1 GCD
ANG COM2
Figure 5.9: Quality indies: orrespondene analysis showing the assoiations between sim-
pliation method and ranks obtained for severe simpliation.
indies suh as GD and GCD there are lear but dierent method and rank assoiations. Note
that the ND and COM2 quality indies seem to have now a similar behavior, and are able to
learly disriminate between the three simpliation methods; as said before, this assoiation
is also learly shown in the right dendogram of Fig. 5.8.
The main onlusions that an already be mentioned are the following: GD is a quality
index learly able to disriminate between the three simpliation methods but for severe
simpliations only, while ND plays the same role but for moderate simpliations only;
this is the behavior that had already been identied for those same quality indies when
analyzing lung models [143℄; the Mixed Measure index COM2, whih was established based
on that previous study, is able to disriminate between the three simpliation methods for
both simpliation levels, as was expeted. Note that, sine the behavior of the GD and ND
quality indies is globally the same for the lung models of the former study, and for the generi
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Figure 5.10: Quality indies: orrespondene analysis showing the assoiations between sim-
pliation method and ranks obtained for moderate simpliation.
models of the urrent study, it seems that simpliation method and level are the determinant
fators, not the type of models being simplied.
5.1.3 Comparison of Global Results
As the used quality indies provide information about dierenes between two meshes (a lue
towards the quality of the simplied models), we ompared the results thus obtained with
those provided by the observer study, and tried to identify the quality index whih better
estimates model quality, as it is pereived by users.
By omparing the fatorial plane on the left of Fig. 5.4, showing the assoiations between
simpliation method and observer preferenes for the severe simpliations, with the fatorial
planes of Fig. 5.9, we nd some similarities of assoiation in all presented quality indies
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Figure 5.11: Dendograms (left, severe simpliation; right, moderate simpliation) showing
the assoiation between quality results obtained using the observer study and quality indies.
exept for ANG and GCD. Note that the ND index exhibits a weaker assoiation. On the
other hand, by omparing the fatorial plane on the right of Fig. 5.4 with those of Fig. 5.10,
obtained for moderate simpliations, some similar assoiations are observed for the ND,
GCD and COM2 indies.
These omparison results suggest that, for example, the GD index might be a good estima-
tor of user pereived quality for severe simpliations, but failing for moderate simpliations
where the ND or GCD indies seem more appropriate. These results are similar to those
obtained in the previous study for lung models. The COM2 index seems to be a good esti-
mator of user pereived quality for both simpliation levels ranking all methods the same
way users did. It was an expeted result sine it blends both GD and ND indies, assigning a
larger weight to ND when models are moderately simplied and to GD when in the presene
of severe simpliations. To onrm these ndings Cluster Analysis was one again used.
The results obtained in the observer study were treated like a quality index and dendograms
were drawn, depiting the assoiations between all indies. For the severe simpliations (Fig.
5.11, on the left) the observer (OBS) results appear assoiated with COM2 and GD; for the
moderate simpliations (Fig. 5.11, on the right) the observer results appear assoiated with
COM2 and ND.
5.1.4 Conlusions
Three mesh simpliation methods were ompared at two simpliation levels. This om-
parison was performed through two dierent approahes: an observer study and objetive
quality indies. While the former approah has the advantage of being apable of produing
a golden standard, it is very expensive in terms of several resoures. That is why it would
be very interesting to identify quality indies apable of reasonably estimating the observers'
behavior. Yet, quality indies usually don't orrelate well with the results obtained through
observer studies.
Several quality indies were seleted in order to assess if any of them might be suh a good
estimator of the observers' behavior, at least in some spei irumstanes. We onrmed a
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result previously presented in Sousa Santos et al. [143℄ suggesting the Geometri Deviation as
a good estimator for severe simpliations and the Normal Deviation as a good estimator for
moderate simpliations. This fat had already been taken into aount when developing the
Mixed Measure quality index (COM2), whih was the best estimator for both simpliation
levels.
Note that the smoothness indies, omputed using several neighborhoods, did not provide
useful results: only S1 seemed to estimate user performane for severe simpliations. Among
the urvature deviations, the Gaussian Curvature Deviation seemed a good estimator of user
performane for moderate simpliations. Angle Analysis did not provide any signiant
results.
Clearly these results do require further onrmation. The results provided by the Mixed
Measure were obtained for two simpliation levels deemed representative, but how will it
behave for a wider range of simpliation levels? To answer this question further work needs
to be performed in order to understand how the observer pereived quality varies aross
simpliation levels and whih adjustments are needed in the Mixed Measure index (e.g., the
blending fator) to enompass suh hanges.
5.2 Case Study 2  Analysis and Comparison of Simpliation
Algorithms
A task whih an be performed using PolyMeCo is the omparison among dierent simpli-
ation methods in order to identify the one whih provides meshes of greater quality. In
the work desribed next, the visualization apabilities of PolyMeCo were used in order to
ompare between two simpliation methods.
2
5.2.1 Compared Simpliation Methods
QSlim [48, 49℄ and a new algorithm, alled NSA [133℄, were ompared. Both algorithms
simplify a mesh by iteratively ollapsing edges into verties, i.e., using the edge ollapse
operation.
The edge ollapsing operation is standard. The main dierene between the various edge
ollapsing-based simpliation algorithms is the riterion used to hoose the next edge to
ollapse. A dierent riterion implies dierent mesh quality, as well as a distint proessing
time. Generally, all simpliation algorithms make a trade-o between speed and the quality
of the resulting mesh.
QSlim follows a geometri riterion that is based on the minimization of the error assoi-
ated with eah new vertex. This error is dened as the sum of the squared distanes to the
set of planes surrounding the pair of the original ollapsing verties. Thus, this algorithm
produes simplied meshes with a very good geometri quality sine it minimizes the error
assoiated with eah new vertex.
2
The work desribed in this setion has been published in Silva et al. [136℄.
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Figure 5.12: Models used for the evaluation. From left to right and from top to bottom:
RokerArm, FanDisk, Flashe and BlokFS.
On the other hand, NSA algorithm follows a geometri riterion whih implies that the
region around the ollapsing edge is nearly oplanar. An edge is only ollapsed if the variation
of the fae normals around the target edge is within a given tolerane ε. The value of ε is
the threshold for the angle between the urrent normal and the new normal after the edge
ollapsing operation.
NSA is faster than QSlim without losing too muh mesh quality [133℄. In general, it
provides good results in terms of shape preservation, time performane, and mesh quality.
Note that NSA was primarily developed for time eieny purposes and mesh quality was
not a priority goal.
5.2.2 Methodology
For the evaluation of the above mentioned simpliation methods four polygonal models were
hosen. Figure 5.12 and Table 5.5 show those models and provide some details about their
omplexity.
For eah model and for three simpliation levels (strong, moderate and light), a simplied
model was reated using QSlim and another using NSA. Figure 5.13 shows the omplete set
for the Fandisk model.
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Models # Verties # Faes
Fandisk 6,475 12,946
RokerArm 40,177 80,354
Flashe 42,762 85,524
BlokFS 12,773 25,542
Table 5.5: Some details regarding the models used to ompare between both simpliation
methods.
Figure 5.13: Simplied versions for the FanDisk model. Top, strongly, moderately and
lightly simplied versions obtained with NSA; bottom, the orresponding versions obtained
with QSlim.
The following results were obtained using PolyMeCo.
5.2.3 Preliminary Analysis
First, a preliminary analysis was performed regarding the bounding box features and the
surfae area of the simplied models, omparing them with those of the original models.
Speially, for the Fandisk and BlokFS models some important surfae area dierenes
were found for the models simplied using QSlim, whih are related to some surfae anomalies
that will be analysed later.
A omparative visual analysis of model volume was also performed by rendering the origi-
nal model and eah simplied version simultaneously (i.e., superimposed). Figure 5.14 shows
this for two simplied versions of RokerArm. The original model is rendered in blue (with
the option of hanging its transpareny level) and the simplied version in pink, thus allowing
a pereption of the areas where the surfae of one of the models is over the other. For all
simplied models no signiant volume dierenes were found.
Figure 5.15 shows the superposition of the FanDisk model (with a semi-transparent sur-
fae) and one of its simplied versions. On the detail presented on the right it is possible to
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Figure 5.14: Comparative visual analysis of volume dierenes between the original model
and the simplied versions RokerArm_5908_NSA (left) and RokerArm_5908_QS (right).
Blue areas orrespond to the RokerArm model and pink areas to the simplied model.
Figure 5.15: Comparative visual analysis using model superposition and setting a degree of
transpareny for the original model's surfae.
detet some minor volume dierenes.
Proper illumination an also help users analyse a partiular mesh and this has been used
in very sophistiated ways in the automobile industry [146℄. As a rst step towards this
kind of analysis, PolyMeCo supports adding more point light soures and hanging their
properties (position and olor of omponents), thus allowing the examination of surfaes in
more detail. This kind of analysis is more eetive when interatively repositioning the light
soures whih an also be done in PolyMeCo (although with some limitations depending on
the omplexity of the viewed mesh). In Fig. 5.16 some of the obtained views are presented;
notie, on the top, how several artifats are notieable on the surfae of the version simplied
with QSlim and how, on the bottom, the surfae highlights look better dened in the model
simplied with QSlim.
5.2.4 Analysis and Comparison using Computational Measures
From the set of omputational measures available in PolyMeCo the following were hosen
for this ase study: Geometri Distane, Normal Deviation, Mixed Measure, Smoothness
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Figure 5.16: Models viewed after ustomising light soure properties. Top, light simpliations
of the Blokfs model obtained with NSA (left) and QSlim (right); bottom, details of the
moderate simplied versions of Flashe obtained with NSA (left) and QSlim (right).
Analysis and Minimum Angle Analysis. In Table 5.6 we present the mean values obtained
for the dierent metris when applied to the simplied versions of the hosen meshes. Note
that eah mesh name inludes the number of faes and the used simpliation algorithm. For
example, Fandisk_7000_NSA is the simplied mesh of Fandisk with 7000 faes generated
by NSA and Fandisk_7000_QS is the simplied mesh of Fandisk with 7000 faes generated
by QSlim.
For the Fandisk model in Table 5.6, we an see that NSA produes better results than
the QSlim algorithm for all the metris with the exeption of Geometri Deviation and Angle
Analysis for light simpliations. Figure 5.17 shows some models olored aording to the
results obtained using the Angle Analysis metri. Notie how the bottom models (reated
using QSlim) exhibit a larger amount of irregular triangles (with at least one small angle)
whih results, for example, in very odd triangulations at the base of the model.
For the RokerArm model a dierent behavior is observed. QSlim produes better re-
sults than NSA for all the metris with the exeption of Angle Analysis and Normal Deviation
for light simpliation. Figure 5.18 shows some models olored aording to the values ob-
tained using the Geometri Deviation. It is lear that the model reated using NSA exhibits
larger deviation values. The shown histograms are an alternative way of looking at these
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Table 5.6: Evaluating the simplied models reated by QSlim and NSA algorithms using dierent metris. The mean values are presented.
Meshes Geom. Dist. Normal Dev. Mixed Measure Smoothness Angle Analysis
Fandisk_7000_NSA 1.65E-4 3.44E-2 4.66E-2 1.47E-5 36.72
Fandisk_7000_QSlim 8.32E-7 2.08E-1 9.74E-2 1.61E-3 38.88
Fandisk_3872_NSA 3.65E-4 6.21E-2 5.59E-2 6.23E-5 34.81
Fandisk_3872_QS 9.83E-6 2.60E-1 1.37E-1 2.51E-3 31.77
Fandisk_1312_NSA 1.22E-3 1.28E-1 8.72E-2 1.61E-4 30.89
Fandisk_1312_QS 4.75E-5 3.91E-1 9.50E-2 3.84E-3 20.78
RokerArm_40568_NSA 1.19E-2 2.95E-2 9.16E-2 2.84E-4 35.10
RokerArm_40568_QS 1.93E-3 3.68E-1 6.99E-2 2.22E-4 36.60
RokerArm_20742_NSA 2.35E-2 4.81E-2 1.03E-1 5.79E-4 30.70
RokerArm_20742_QS 4.76E-3 2.81E-2 1.02E-1 5.15E-3 34.60
RokerArm_5908_NSA 6.59E-2 1.00E-1 1.48E-1 3.81E-3 29.70
RokerArm_5908_QS 1.12E-2 6.13E-2 1.05E-1 1.60E-3 28.10
Flashe_46444_NSA 3.41E-2 3.85E-2 1.03E-1 2.45E-3 37.63
Flashe_46444_QS 8.18E-3 3.17E-2 5.63E-2 6.54E-4 38.67
Flashe_25615_NSA 6.32E-2 6.05E-2 1.32E-1 4.66E-3 36.66
Flashe_25615_QS 1.52E-2 4.65E-2 8.75E-2 1.06E-3 32.56
Flashe_3094_NSA 3.70E-1 1.56E-1 1.25E-1 3.10E-2 32.19
Flashe_3094_QS 4.61E-2 1.10E-1 8.94E-2 2.71E-2 24.72
BlokFS_13040_NSA 3.23E-4 3.50E-2 2.93E-2 2.40E-4 26.04
BlokFS_13040_QS 0.00 2.19E-1 6.15E-2 9.01E-2 19.65
BlokFS_7000_NSA 1.16E-3 6.05E-2 2.36E-2 5.10E-3 23.44
BlokFS_7000_QS 1.00E-6 3.17E-1 5.31E-2 9.80E-2 16.31
BlokFS_3684_NSA 2.75E-3 9.52E-2 2.66E-2 1.55E-3 24.99
BlokFS_3684_QS 1.00E-6 3.41E-1 3.69E-2 1.65E-1 18.23
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Figure 5.17: Colored models depiting the distribution of the values obtained with the Angle
Analysis metri for the Fandisk model. Top, strongly, moderately and lightly simplied
versions obtained with NSA; bottom, the orresponding versions obtained with QSlim. Areas
in red are omposed of at or needle triangles.
results. Figure 5.19 shows a detail of the RokerArm model when evaluated using the
Composed Deviation. One again the model reated using NSA obtained poorer results.
QSlim also produes better results for the Flashe model (Table 5.6) in all metris exept
for the Angle Analysis regarding the light simpliations. Figure 5.20, on the left, shows two
models olored aording to the omputed Normal Deviation. The model reated with NSA
exhibits a larger deviation towards the original; on the right it is possible to verify a poorer
triangle quality (smaller angles) in the model reated with QSlim.
Finally, for the BlokFS model, NSA produes better results with the exeption of those
obtained using Geometri Deviation. Figure 5.21 shows models olored (using a ommon
olor map) aording to the Normal Deviation for all of the simplied models. It is lear that
all models reated with QSlim exhibit larger deviation, mainly due to some triangulation
problems similar to those shown in Fig. 5.17 for the Fandisk model. Figure 5.22 shows
one of PolyMeCo's visualization modes, Extended Results, showing the results obtained for
model RokerArm_40568 using the Mixed Measure. By observing the boxplot, on the top
right orner, it is possible to verify the existene of several points (in blue) above the top
whisker. These points represent outliers deteted on the data. The olor sale was adjusted
(by using the sliders below the histogram) in order to exlude those values, whih enables a
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Figure 5.18: Colored models and histograms depiting the distribution obtained using the
Geometri Distane for the RokerArm_5908_NSA (left) and RokerArm_5908_QS (right)
models.
Figure 5.19: Composed Deviation results for the RokerArm model seen in greater detail.
From left to right: original model, RokerArm_5908_NSA and results, and RokerArm_-
5908_QS and results.
better visualization of the results (Fig. 5.22(b)).
5.2.5 Conlusions
From the analysis of the obtained results it is possible to onlude that QSlim always leads to
simplied meshes with a lower mean Geometri Deviation when ompared with the original
mesh.
For the other metris results depend on the nature of the mesh. For example, when dealing
with meshes with planar regions (Fandisk and BlokFS) NSA produes better results than
QSlim for all metris exept Geometri Deviation.
For models without planar regions QSlim produes, in general, better results for all met-
ris. However, for the same meshes, NSA yields better Minimum Angle Analysis results, as
for the RokerArm model. For models with planar regions QSlim reates some surfae
artifats due to the existene of verties with a large number of inident edges, whih explains
why it normally yielded worst results for the Minimum Angle Analysis. This partiularity
an be a problem for visualization purposes and for nite element simulations where triangle
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Figure 5.20: On the left, models olored using a blue-to-yan olorsale aording to the
Normal Deviation results omputed for models Flashe_3094_NSA and Flashe_3094_QS.
On the right, Angle Analysis results for these same models.
quality is of extreme importane.
In fat, meshes reated by QSlim have less geometri error than meshes reated by NSA,
but their visual quality is poorer when ompared with the quality of the meshes reated by
NSA, in partiular for models with planar regions.
PolyMeCo provided the possibility of analysing several simplied meshes using a large
range of metris, whih allowed a more preise evaluation of the simpliation algorithms. The
Features Comparison visualization mode was partiularly useful sine it allowed omparisons
(whih is a harder task to perform when using just numerial values) using olored models and
histograms (with ommon olor maps and value ranges). The available visualization options
allowed a learer understanding of the meaning of numerial values as well as the problems
they are related to. A lear example is that of Angle Analysis values and the detetion of odd
triangles.
Having all models and data (from all the omputed measures) simultaneously available in
PolyMeCo allowed a more interative analysis: it was possible to hange between models
and visualization modes while searhing for the ongurations whih provided greater insight
into the analysed data.
These features allowed a better understanding of the main harateristis of eah algo-
rithm. For instane, if the original model has a large number of planar regions, and visual
quality is the most important riterion, QSlim might not be the algorithm of hoie.
5.3 Conlusion
This hapter presents two appliation examples for PolyMeCo. On the rst example, Poly-
MeCo was used in a more onservative fashion, just like other tools (e.g., Metro [37℄) have
been used in the literature, to ompute quality indies for dierent polygonal meshes obtained
with three simpliation methods. The main goal was to searh for good estimators of user
pereived quality, obtained using an observer study, in order to establish guidelines whih
allow users to more learly understand the information provided by quality indies.
In the seond example presented, the visualization features provided by PolyMeCo where
used to ompare between two simpliation methods. This simultaneous numerial and visual
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Figure 5.21: Colored models depiting the results obtained for the simplied versions of
BlokFS using the Normal Deviation metri. A ommon olor map is used for all models thus
allowing diret results omparison using the olored models. On the top, strongly, moderately
and lightly simplied models using NSA, on the bottom, the orrespondent simplied models
using QSlim.
analysis and omparison of polygonal meshes helps users to understand how numerial values
obtained with several measures express what is happening visually on the models.
These two appliation examples helped evaluating PolyMeCo to detet bugs, tune fea-
tures and resulted in new ideas for future development.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.22: Extended Results Visualization Mode for model RokerArm_40568 showing a
olored model, a histogram and a boxplot for the results obtained with the Mixed Measure: (a)
default olor mapping; (b) the olor mapping was adjusted (trying to eliminate the outliers)
resulting in a learer visualization of the results.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and Further Work
In the sope of the work arried out for this dissertation, PolyMeCo, a tool for polygonal
mesh analysis and omparison, was designed, developed and tested. After an introdution
stating the motivation and objetives, short overviews on Data Visualization, fousing on
important aspets regarding the developed work, and on Geometri Modeling using polygonal
meshes, desribing some of the usual mesh proessing operations along with a set of methods
and tools to analyse and ompare polygonal meshes, followed.
Having onsidered that existing tools for mesh analysis and omparison lak several impor-
tant features, the new tool, PolyMeCo, was presented desribing its purpose, arhiteture
and features. This tool was then used in two researh ativities presented as appliation
examples.
In the following setions a summary of the most important features provided by Poly-
MeCo and some ideas for further work will be presented.
6.1 Conlusions
PolyMeCo has several innovative features that distinguish it from similar tools presented in
the literature:
1. Integrated environment where several models an be analyzed/ompared simultane-
ously;
2. Several data representations whih are arranged in visualization modes to provide dif-
ferent alternative visualizations of the data;
3. Customization of light soure properties;
4. Loation probe to obtain spei information about the omputed data;
5. Enabled/disabled model rendering mode to speed up some tasks;
6. Workspae saving.
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The provided integrated environment allows working with several models simultaneously,
thus speeding the analysis and omparison proess. After loading all the models, the user an
easily ompute several measures and then analyse the obtained data. An important feature is
that no third-party appliation is needed to visualize the data as it happens with other tools,
suh as MeshDev [123℄.
Data obtained using the provided Computational Measures an be presented to the user
through one of the available Representations (e.g., using olor). For this purpose, several olor
sales are available in order to allow a proper hoie, as judged by the user. While working
with Representations using olor, the user an adjust the olor mapping when in the presene
of data ontaining outliers (in order to eliminate them from the olor mapping) or to highlight
spei values.
Representations are presented as part of Visualization Modes. These artiulate Repre-
sentations in order to build proper visualizations of the data. Among those available in
PolyMeCo the Feature Comparison Visualization Mode is of paramount importane, as it
allows omparing models using olor Representations (or histograms). This is performed by
allowing the denition of a ommon olor mapping among all models. Without this innova-
tive feature olored models an only be used to ompare Computational Measures inidene
among models, but never their relative values, as it is performed in [166℄.
To enhane the way the model's surfae an be inspeted, the user an ustomize the
light properties of the sene by adding up to three light soures and ontrolling their position
and ambient, diuse and speular omponents. Customizing the light properties an help to
detet visual artifats in the model's surfae, as was shown in Chapter 5.
By providing a loation probe, PolyMeCo allows the user to obtain information re-
garding verties, namely its oordinates, neighborhood and assoiated value aording to one
Computational Measure, whih is a feature not available in any of the tools desribed in the
literature.
When working with very omplex models (i.e., with a large mumber of verties and faes)
it an sometimes be diult to visualize them due to the assoiated rendering times: for
example, when just seleting eah of the loaded models to get information about their prop-
erties (e.g., surfae area, bounding box diagonal) or omputed data (Setion 5.1 presents a
good example). For these partiular situations PolyMeCo provides an oine working mode
in whih model rendering is disabled. As a onsequene, this also disables some important
visualization features of PolyMeCo but allows aomplishing the other tasks muh faster.
The user an enable/disable model rendering at any time.
Performing mesh analysis and omparison may require storing the omputed data for
future referene or to ontinue the analysis later. As some Computational Measures take
quite some time to ompute, it would be a tedious task to ompute them whenever they were
neessary. For this reason, PolyMeCo provides saving the urrent workspae (i.e., all loaded
models and omputed measures) and restore it later. It is also possible to export the data
obtained using any Computational Measure to allow, for example, further analysis using a
dierent tool.
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The presented appliation examples have shown that PolyMeCo is, indeed, a suitable
tool in its eld. Users have expressed their appreiation towards PolyMeCo stating that
one of its advantages is the fat that it allows experimenting with the dierent Computational
Measures and Visualization Modes in a very easy way.
Throughout the dissertation, features were usually illustrated using simpliation meth-
ods. This is only due to the fat that they are good representatives of mesh proessing
methods in general and they are easily aessible. PolyMeCo an be used to analyse and
ompare polygonal mesh models in general, regardless of the proessing to whih they were
submitted. An example of suh versatility is the way PolyMeCo has been used to ompare
three skinning frameworks for harater animation as desribed in Reid et al. [111℄.
6.2 Further Work
All the above desribed harateristis establish PolyMeCo as a tool for systemati mesh
analysis and omparison, not only for mesh proessing algorithm developers but also for those
who perform mesh proessing for partiular purposes. Still, it an be enhaned in many ways.
New Computational Measures may be added. All the mesh omparisons performed in
PolyMeCo onsider that the ompared models have their prinipal axes aligned and that
all dierenes are due to surfae distortion. Therefore, a model ompared with a version of
itself rotated/translated in spae will result in signiant dierenes, e.g., large Geometri
Distanes when the dierene is only due to ane transformations. These dierenes must
also be reported to the user, but stating their nature. To deal with this it might be a good
idea to use methods suh as Prinipal Component Analysis [106℄ and the Extended Gaussian
Image [64, 144℄. It would also be interesting to test if 3D shape desriptors [30, 112℄, usually
used in retrieving models from databases, an be used to ompare polygonal meshes. Another
interesting feature to add might be that of spetral analysis of mesh surfaes [102, 140℄, in a
similar approah to that provided by Fourier Analysis regarding, for example, audio signals.
Although several olor sales are provided, it is up to the user to selet the one he/she
thinks most appropriate for the data being visualized. It would be desirable that PolyMeCo
provide a suggestion based upon the priniples presented in Chapter 2. This requires methods
to measure spatial frequenies. It must not be forgotten that when oloring a 3D model,
aording to a ertain data set, two things are hanging whih aet spatial frequeny: the
data and the model's surfae. PolyMeCo might also suggest a proper adjustment of the
olor mapping when in the presene of outliers on the data.
The light soure properties ustomization an be enhaned in order to allow surfae ex-
amination using isophotes [27℄. In partiular, the light soures must be modeled dierently
to obtain the desired eets on the surfae.
The Loation Probe an be improved in order to provide information regarding all the
loaded models (not only the models depiting analysis/omparison data). It would also be
helpful that, for example, while in the Feature Comparison Visualization Mode, the Loation
Probe ould be used, in parallel, on all the models, i.e., seleting a vertex in one of the
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models would also give information about the orresponding vertex in all the others. This,
of ourse, would not be possible for all mesh proessing methods as it depends on a vertex-
to-vertex orrespondene between models. The Loation Probe might also support obtaining
information about mesh faes whih would be helpful, for example, when visualizing data
obtained with the Triangle Quality Computational Measure.
Workspae saving is still performed in a very simple way. There are several improvements
whih an be applied on the le format used, e.g., regarding the storage of the data obtained
using the Computational Measures. There are also some desirable features like seletive load-
ing/saving of only part of the information ontained in the workspae, or a list of style sheets
to assoiate with the XML le to provide dierent views of the data, for example, in a web
browser.
It might be useful to provide some simple mesh editing tools in PolyMeCo to modify,
for example, the position of a vertex. This ould help the user orret some minor problems
on a mesh.
Finally, a thorough analysis must be performed to understand if it would be helpful to
provide a module whih allows mesh proessing methods integration: instead of reating the
models to be ompared outside PolyMeCo, they would be reated inside the integrated
environment.
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